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Editor’s Note: 
I used to think that no one else 
could feel as passionately 
about Kosh as I do. My 
family has been on Kosh 
for 75 years and I’ve been 
enamored with the place for 
60. In February 2021, I took 
on the role of Editor for this 
Annual Newsletter. Wow!  
As I reached out to others 
and collaborated with volunteers, I realized my soul 
wasn’t the only one touched so deeply. There is a 
living, breathing feeling among most Kasshabog’ers 
that there is something truly special about this lake.  

Sometimes I think that the long finger bays that 
separate us, make us curious about each other and 
eager to learn more. So, in this year’s newsletter, you 
will notice we have added bios at the end of many 
contributors’ stories.  We’ve also added faces to your 
volunteer Executive.  

After you read this issue, I hope you feel enlightened 
by the environmental education, cottage adventures, 
governing reports, and helpful tips.  But most 
importantly, I hope you feel a renewed sense of 
wonder for the community you are a part of as we 
prepare for our 75th LKRA Anniversary next year.

Anne
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Greetings and welcome back to our wonderful lake!  
It feels so positive to be emerging from these last two 
years of isolation. Although most have weathered the 
storm, I would like to extend my sincere condolences 
to those families who have suffered through illness or 
loss of loved ones during this trying time.

While the COVID-19 pandemic appears to be 
receding and our governments have lifted many social 
restrictions, personal safety is still paramount. If you 
choose to wear a mask and maintain social distancing 
guidelines, that is your decision. Your health and well-
being are what counts!

Your LKRA will continue to monitor social guidelines for 
safe activities and will advise you of our plans. 

As you know, we had less in-person events last year, 
but the LKRA Executive and volunteer team members 
maintained frequent and regular correspondence 
through email, online meetings, Kosh Lake E-News, 
Facebook and website updates.  We also held our first 
online Town Hall meeting in January that was very well 
attended and received. 

On a more personal note, it has been a very rewarding 
experience serving as your President for the last four 
years. While I will continue to serve as Past-President 
until the 2023 AGM, it is now time for me to pass the 
torch to a new volunteer!  

This year we have several key LKRA Executive 
positions coming due for re-election. They are:

 » President (two-year position; no nominations to 
date)

 » Secretary (one nomination to date: Maggie 
Brickell)

 » Communications Director (one nomination to 
date: Anne Rawson)

Last year we were very fortunate to have a fresh group 
of volunteers join our executive and committees. They 
brought great new ideas and renewed energy to our 
team. New members are essential to maintaining a 
strongly motivated and creative organization.  

So, please consider stepping forward or nominating 
someone you know who has expressed an interest in 
joining the Executive. To stand for election, or nominate 
a candidate, one requires a membership in the LKRA. 
I’d be happy to discuss these positions with you at 
any time and invite you to reach me at president@
kasshabog.ca

As you will see while reading through this Newsletter, 
we have lots of fun and innovative events coming up 
this year that will provide a range of opportunities to 
enjoy your lake and share experiences with fellow 
cottagers. Soon, we will be launching our new, user-
friendly website and we are already planning a number 
of special ways to celebrate our 75th anniversary in 
2023!  

I wish you all a safe and healthy summer!  

Mike Delsey has been a cottager on Kosh Lake for 
31 years and has served as President of the LKRA 
for the past 4 years. When it comes to the lake, Mike 
is a strong advocate for boater safety and supporter 
of initiatives that protect our environment.  He and his 
wife Patty enjoy a permanent home in MacDonald 
Bay. Recently, Mike was elected to a three-year term 
on the Board of Directors of FOCA. He’ll be a great 
asset at FOCA and a good ear to the ground for us. 
Well done, Mike! 

President’s Report 2022 
by Mike Delsey
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LKRA Executive
President - Mike Delsey
Mike Delsey has been a cottager on Kosh Lake for 31 years and has served as President 
of the LKRA for the past 4 years. He is a strong advocate for boater safety and a supporter 
of initiatives that protect our environment. This year, Mike was elected to the Board of 
Directors of FOCA. He’ll be a great asset at FOCA and a good ear to the ground for us. 
Well done, Mike! 

Vice President - Jami Sampson 
Jami enjoys spending days on the dock - swimming, reading, enjoying the beauty of nature, 
while soaking up the love and laughter of family and friends. Jami values connection and 
relationships and plans bring her upbeat energy to new and exciting events on the lake. She 
is passionate about waterfront real estate and works out of the new Ball Office in Apsley. 
Jami and her husband Ken have two kids, three dogs, and lots of good times!

Teasurer - Hazel Higley
Hazel has spent 35+ years on the LKRA executive and has been the Treasurer of the 
LKRA for the last 30 years! Her banking industry experience has proven an invaluable 
asset. During this time, she has also held other roles on the executive including zone rep 
and marker program, but she is most known for her contributions to our annual Regatta 
and the creator of the famous “candy run”.  

Secretary & Advertising - Maggie Gravelle Brickell
Maggie has literally been on the lake her whole life - she was in utero while her mom 
learned to waterski! She became involved with the association in 2015 while creating the 
Kasshabog Lake map with 911#s. Quickly her role evolved into assisting the Executive; 
planning meetings, securing advertising and working on countless other projects. For her, 
MacDonald Bay and the lake means family, friends and time to relax and enjoy.

Communications Director- Anne Rawson
Now ‘retired’, Anne brings her marketing, communications and community-building skills 
to her position on the LKRA.  She has been cottaging on the lake for 60+years and like 
many, Kosh is part of her soul. Her idea of a perfect weekend is to share it with her kids, 
start with coffee in the back bay, follow up with some kayaking, swimming, slalom skiing 
and finally a glass of red wine dockside.

Environmental Director- Cynthia Cole
Having spent her entire life cottaging on Kosh, Cynthia’s love of the outdoors and nature 
has made her an advocate of all things concerning the environment.  Enjoying life at Kosh 
includes many outdoor activities including kayaking; swimming; stargazing; or hiking in 
the woods. Being able to share beautiful Kosh with family and friends: priceless.  Cottage 
motto has always been the more the merrier. 

Membership Director- Jennifer Cummings
Jennifer and her husband bought a small cottage in MacDonald Bay in 2007 and immediately 
fell in love with Kosh. They have been living here full time since 2010 when she retired 
from her career as a physiotherapist and homecare business owner.  She has served on 
many boards from a golf course to the Canadian Physiotherapy Association and brings 
that experience to the LKRA.
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Member at Large - Jennifer Conron
Jennifer has been coming to the lake for 25 years as part of the Milne/Dennison clan, who 
have been on the lake since the 1940’s. Recently “refocused” from architecture, Jennifer 
enjoys working on communications projects with the LKRA. When she is not playing 
competitive tennis, or plein air painting, she is swimming and kayaking in the serene water 
of Kosh Lake.

Member at Large - Chris Bradley
Chris and his family (Lelia, Andrew and Michael) have been cottagers on the lake since 
1995. Chris retired at the end of 2020 and feels very fortunate to be able to spend the 
warm months kayaking, golfing and enjoying Kosh, and travelling the world (pandemics-
permitting) during the cold months. Chris is acting as Assistant Secretary of the LKRA on 
an interim basis.

Member at Large - Hector Barber
With his background in science, Hector has been able to contribute to the Environment 
portfolio with a couple of initiatives. You may also see him out on the lake sampling for 
new invasive plant species at boat launch locations. His family has been on the lake for 
over 25 years. He enjoys sailing and isn’t afraid to push it to the limit, despite the risk of 
capsizing. That’s all part of the fun!

Member at Large - Stacy Dedlow
Stacy joined the LKRA in July 2018 as Vice President and recently moved to the Member at 
Large position. She helps organize the annual regatta and also assists behind the scenes 
with document editing. Stacy’s family has been cottaging for over 65 years on Kosh Lake.  
Look for her running on the cottage roads or enjoying the water and all that cottage life 
has to offer. 

For Executive Committee emails visit: www.kasshabog.ca/lkra-executive-committee

Committees

LKRA Executive con’t

HBMLA Liaison Committee                
Mike Delsey
Rick Rye
Jennifer Cummings

LKRA Community Hall/Library
Cathy Cameron

Marker Program
Ted Ward-Griffin

Art Show
Heather Ramsey 

75th Anniversary
Jami Sampson
Anne Rawson

Regatta
Thomas Brickell
Stacy Dedlow

Covia PLC
Janet Humber
Rick Rye
John Davison
Mike Delsey
Dawn Mitchell

Fire Pump Program
vacant
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AGENDA
Lake Kasshabog Residents Association

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Tues. June 28, 2022, 7 pm by Zoom

 1.  Welcome and Introductions – Mike Delsey

 2.  FOCA Update – Terry Rees 

 3.  Greetings and comments from Mayor Jim Martin

 4.  Acceptance of Minutes of 2021 AGM, Acceptance of 2021 Financials 

 5.  Proposed Budget for 2022 – Hazel Higley. Please note that all reports will be posted online before the 
meeting. If you have any questions, please submit them prior to the meeting: secretary@kasshabog.ca

   a) proposed budget for 75th Anniversary celebrations (2022 – 2023 budget forecasts)

 6.  Motions to amend Constitution: require members running for LKRA election to have paid dues in the current 
year; and allow AGM meetings to be held in-person or through virtual format.

 7.  Election of Officers* 

 8.  Committee reports 

 9.  New Business

10. Motion to Adjourn 

Please note that only current paid-up members with emails in our database will be allowed to vote.  
In order to process the list of eligible voters in time for the meeting, dues must be paid by June 23.  
One vote per property. 

* Please see page 12 for positions that are up for election this year 

mailto:secretary%40kasshabog.ca?subject=
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Annual Statement of Income and Expenses for 2021

Income Expenses

Membership Fees 8,200.00$    FOCA 1,377.00$    
Advertising 5,049.00$    Membership 1,075.28$    
Calendar Sales 3,680.60$    Newsletter 2,617.68$    
Donations 175.00$        Advertising 40.00$          
Bank Interest 241.21$        Norkla Membership 200.00$        

Trent Aquatic Research 250.00$        
17,420.81$  Defibrillator  maintenance 278.69$        

Marker Program 1,124.37$    
Website  Expense 1,097.98$    
Environment 528.00$        
Kasshabog Signage 174.07$        

Dam Fund Calendar Expense 2,062.25$    
Funds on hand Dec. 31, 2021 $20,104.50 Insurance 2,316.60$    

Dock Removal 500.00$        
Bank Service charges 48.00$          

Environment Fund
13,689.92$  

Funds on hand Dec. 31, 2020       $1,722.64
Loon Studies 1,000.00$    Excess of Income 3,730.89$    

Over Expenses
Balance as of Dec. 31, 2021 722.64$        

Funds on hand Dec.31, 2020 27,384.94$  

Funds on hand Dec 31, 2021 31,115.83$  

Treasurer’s Report    Statement of Income & Expenses for 2021

Born and raised on beautiful Lake 
Kasshabog, Hazel Hamilton grew 
up with 5 brothers, 3 sisters, and 
her parents Ralph and Josephine 
who operated Joanne’s store in 
MacDonald Bay. Finding summer 
love on Kosh, she married her 
husband Chris and started her own 
family on Long Island.

Dedicated to all things in life, Hazel decided to join the LKRA 
35 + years ago and has been the Treasurer of the LKRA for 
the last 30 years. Over this time, she has held other roles 
on the executive including zone rep and marker program, 
but she is most commonly known for her contributions to 
our annual Regatta and creator of the famous “candy run”. 

Hazel is now retired after 42 years in the banking industry 
and enjoys spending her summers with her 5 grandchildren 
and dog. She finds joy in kayaking and can be spotted in 
Connor’s Bay with her dog or a grandchild co-pilot.

The LKRA wants to take this opportunity to thank Hazel for 
her outstanding contribution over the years. She has always 
been a steadying force, helping the Association to navigate 
forward financially ensuring the long-term health and well-
being of our beautiful lake.

We know that not everyone is able to make the type 
of commitment that Hazel has made, but there are 
much  smaller, yet important ways you can volunteer 
and help out. 

Please reach out over the coming year and offer to 
give us a hand. We’ll need help assisting at the regatta, 
working on the LKRA fire pump initiative, maintaining 
our communication network, just to name a few things. 

Watch postings in our E-News or contact any member 
of the Executive with your interests and availability. 
Thanks

Recognizing an Amazing Volunteer
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2022 Membership Report
by Jennifer Cummings 

Thank you to all our members for your support! 

In 2021 we had 319 or 51% out of 621 properties pay 
their membership. With our in-person events back this 
summer we know this will improve! This year’s goal is 
75% resident participation. We have a big celebration 
coming up next year to celebrate our 75th Anniversary 
and we need your support. We are tracking our 
progress towards this goal each month in the Kosh 
Lake News. If you don’t already receive the E-News, 
sign up today at kasshabog.ca/lake-news-sign-up

Your 2022 LKRA membership fee helps to fund:
 » The supply of the equipment for volunteers to 

place safety markers around the lake
 » The creation and oversight of key environmental 

education and protection programs 
 » Building community through communications 

including the Annual Newsletter, LKRA website, 
Kosh Lake (E-News), and Facebook page

 » Events such as the Regatta, Art Show, 75th 
Anniversary celebrations, etc.

 » Membership in the Federation of Ontario 
Cottagers’ Association (FOCA) representing 
water-front residents’ interest at the provincial 
level

 » Participation at HBM Lake Association 
Representatives - our lake’s interests at Local 
Township Council

 » Monitoring and communicating with our 
neighbour, Covia Mine 

 » Your Association’s insurance
 » Your ability to participate in members-only 

webinars and seminars
 » Important LKRA meetings such as Town Halls 

and the AGM (where membership is required.)
 » Other programs and improvements as funds 

permit

Our LKRA executive consists entirely of volunteers 
who, like you, love our beautiful lake and want to make 
it better. We all know how valuable these services are 
to maintaining and ensuring a healthy and safe Kosh 
community. So, if you haven’t had a chance yet, please 
send in your membership right now!

You can pay your Lake Kasshabog Residents 
Association $25 membership fee by: 

 » sending the completed form and a cheque payable 
to LKRA, P.O. Box 858, Havelock, ON K0L 1Z0, 

 » paying at LKRA sponsored events, or
 » sending an e-transfer & then a separate email to 

treasurer@kasshabog.ca with ALL the following 
information: 
 » name, home address, cottage 911 address, 

home phone number, cottage phone number, 
and email addresses of members of your family. 

 » you can download a fillable form for this at 
kasshabog.ca/join-the-association

Jennifer Cummings is LKRA’s Membership Director. 
She and her husband Bob are sledding enthusiasts 
who discovered Kosh in 2007 and in 2010, they built 
their permanent home in MacDonald Bay.

Drop-in Yoga Class  
 
Where: Kosh Library  
When: Sundays 
Time: 9:30-10:30 AM 
Shannon Tomlinson -  
RYT 200 Certified Instructor  
fourtomlinsons@hotmail.com  
Classes Begin: Sunday, June 5th, 2022  
Cost: $10 per class  
 
Please bring your own yoga mat and water 
bottle. 
*Private and small group classes always available upon 
request  

 

http://kasshabog.ca/lake-news-sign-up
mailto:treasurer%40kasshabog.ca?subject=
http://kasshabog.ca/join-the-association
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2022 Communications Report - Building Community!
by Anne Rawson 

LKRA Website  www.kasshabog.ca
This summer we will launch our new website. Not only 
will it be easier for us to manage it, but we’re sure you’ll 
find it more informative and easier to navigate as well.  
You’ll continue to find useful information about the lake, 
government issues and the work of the LKRA, but you’ll 
also be able to quickly get news about upcoming lake 
events and issues affecting your property. It’s the best 
place to sign up for your annual membership as well as 
Kosh Lake News (E-News). Stay tuned for our Spot the 
Loon Contest celebrating the launch of the new site.

Annual LKRA Newsletter 
This annual publication provides a detailed, up-to-date 
summary of the association’s activities. It is published 
in June each year and hand-delivered in hard-copy 
form to cottagers by a group of dedicated volunteers. 
It is also available to view on the LKRA website.

Kosh Lake News (E-News) 
Sign up on the LKRA website to receive this email once 
or twice a month. The E-News has a fresh new look 
and is easy to read. Lots of short, interesting news, 
environmental and social posts to keep you in the know.   

Facebook 
LKRA Official Page  www.facebook.com/LakeKasshabogResidentsAssociation  
The Executive posts news and information of interest to cottagers year-round. 

Lake Kasshabog’er  www.facebook.com/groups/2229354132/ 
This is a private group involving 2.3 K members. Most of us are Kosh lake cottagers who know and love the lake. 
This group shares timely lake, association, and cottage information as well as photos and comments. It can be 
an excellent way to get fellow cottager input.  

Lake Kasshabog’er Buy and Sell  www.facebook.com/groups/1446074719039606/  
This is a private group of 890 members. The platform allows Kosh residents to buy and sell cottage-related items 
with others on the lake, thereby encouraging reuse and recycling.  

Keeping in touch on the lake is important. This year, the Lake Kasshabog Residents Association has 
re-evaluated all its platforms in an effort to serve you better and build a more vibrant lake community. 

by Cathy Cameron

Summer will be here soon and the Kosh Lake 
Community Hall/Library will be open for community 
events, card games and yoga classes, starting the 
first Sunday in June. See ad on facing page for more 
information. Details about community events will 
be posted on our Website, Facebook page and via 
E-News.  If you would like to book the hall for an event 
or class, email: Cathy cathsmeow@gmail.com

Currently our lending library will be open during July 
and August on Saturdays from 10:00 am - 1:00 pm, 
or whenever a volunteer is available. We have a great 
supply of books, puzzles and games worth checking 
out. No library card is required. 

Community Hall / Library Report

Please help us keep this building open this summer by 
volunteering to do a shift or two (students this counts 
towards your community service hours). To volunteer 
email: Cathy cathsmeow@gmail.com

The building has a fully accessible bathroom and 
entrance and is located at 409 Peninsula Rd. behind 
the Public Beach, in the east end of MacDonald Bay. 
Have a safe, healthy and happy summer. 

Cathy Cameron and her husband live on the lake at 
the Low family property (established in 1948) located 
at the west end of North Connor Bay. She is a behind 
the scenes volunteer for many committees.
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The Environment is ours to protect and ours to 
enjoy. If we all just do one thing differently, make 
one little change to be more environmentally 
friendly, the positive impact on Kasshabog Lake 
will be amazing.  What can you do this summer?  

Here’s what has been keeping us busy 
environmentally at Kosh.

Turtles   
We are learning how essential turtles 
are to our ecosystem (especially water 
quality).  Currently, all eight species of 
turtles in Ontario are designated to be 
at risk (Special Concern; Threatened; or 
Endangered).

A group of volunteers formed a Kosh Turtle group and 
Nicole Dufort took the lead, assisted by Donna Sally, 
Maggie Brickell, Mandy Gavigan, Aziza Brickell, and 
Richard Brickell. As a result:

 » Signs have been placed in key places (i.e. where 
turtles might be crossing) on Kosh roads.

 » Information about turtles and how to help them 
was included in the 2021 Newsletter and printed 
copies were available at the Kosh Marketplace 
events

 » Covia has agreed to provide nest protectors
 » The first ever Turtle Event is happening on Kosh 

in June.  Nicole Dufort (a Kosh turtle expert) 
will talk about Everything Turtle; there will be a 
contest; information/handouts; and activities for 
kids. Funding for this event has been generously 
provided by Covia. 

For lots of great Turtle information visit: 
Ontario Turtle Conservation Centre ontarioturtle.ca 

Water Quality  
Each of us can have an impact (positive or 
negative) on the quality of Kosh water.  Life at 
the lake is wonderful … because of the lake.  
So, let’s all do our part to keep it healthy.

LKRA partners with the Trent Aquatic Research 
Program (TARP).  Every year TARP associates come 
to Kasshabog to take water samples for analysis.

Water clarity (Secchi Disk) testing has been done on 
Kasshabog in 3 areas: Main/Big Lake, MacDonald 
Bay, and Connor Bay since 1996. The information is 
forwarded to the Lake Partner program.  Starting in 
2021 Bob Cummings took over this testing from Stuart 
Day.   Information about the Lake Partner program and 
the results can be found on the FOCA website: 
foca.on.ca/lake-partner-program-sampling-assistance

Birds  
We are lucky to have so many beautiful birds 
in our region. Not only do they eat large 
volumes of insects (e.g. mosquitoes) but 
they are entertaining to watch and very good 
at waking us up early with their beautiful 
singing. 

 » Our E-News communications have included 
information about birds and birding activities  

 » Kosh also has a healthy loon population. Since 
2019 a group of volunteers has observed loons 
(2019; 2021) to see how we could better protect 
them;  See: Help Protect our Loons page 18.  
Our thanks go to loon volunteers: Kim Dobson, 
Jen Cummings, Heather Ramsey, Genevieve 
Ramsey , Ken Fraser, Cynthia Cole, Gary Kindree, 
Ted Ward-Griffin, Nancy Bidgood, Shirley Bell, 
Shannon Tomlinson, Anne Hunt, Laurel Moore, 
Denise Russell, Sue LeBlanc, Cathy Ward-Griffin, 
and Caryn Phoenix- Renz.

Birds Canada has been a great supporter of our bird 
projects and their website has a wealth of information 
www.birdscanada.org

2022 Environment Report - Lake Kasshabog
by Cynthia Cole 
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Invasive Species 
Invasive species are aggressive and 
difficult (maybe impossible) to get rid of, 
so, it’s important to stop their spread. Why 
are they classified as invasive? 

Starry Stonewort (SSW) has invaded local lakes 
(Stoney Lake has large masses).  We connected with 
the Kawartha Lakes Stewards Association (KLSA) for 
information about SSW and how to check for it/report 
any findings. A Kosh group (Genevieve Ramsey; 
Hector Barber; Marg MacNaughton and Cynthia 
Cole) tested key areas of Kosh during the summer of 
2021 and we are happy to report no SSW was found.  
Checking needs to continue annually as the only hope 
of eliminating its spread, is to catch it early!

Fanwort was found in Kasshabog Lake in the early 
1990s. Sadly it has spread to many areas and 
continues to spread. Trent University is hoping to 
do a Fanwort study during the summer of 2022 and 
is looking for funding. LKRA, Covia, and FOCA are 
looking to provide support for this project.  Research is 
also being done to determine what every Kosh resident 
can do to slow down the spread and properly reduce 
fanwort in their area.  

Clean, Drain, and Dry. The Invasive Species division 
of the Ontario Federation of Anglers and Hunters 
(OFAH) will be coming to Kosh in June to educate 
off-lake boaters as they launch boats into Kosh. They 
will explain the new legislative changes that now 
require owners to Clean, Drain, and Dry their boat 
before moving it to another waterway. They will also 
ensure that they are aware that they can now only 
use Baitfishes and Leeches purchased in the Kosh 
Bait Management Zone (BMZ 15). Many of the LKRA 
Executive will be there to help run this event. 

Pollinators 
The Monarch Butterfly is not only beautiful 
but an important pollinator. Without it, many 
crops and wildflowers would not exist. 
Another important pollinator is the Bee (of 
course, they are also important for their 
honey). Sadly, both are endangered.

For 2022, we plan to raise awareness by:
 » Providing information pamphlets at our LKRA 

events concerning the importance of pollinators 
and what actions residents may take to help 
Monarch Butterflies and Bees. 

 » Offering children’s colouring and activity pages 
at LKRA events.

 » Providing information through our E-News and 
Facebook page.

Kids and Kosh  
It’s never too early for kids to start learning 
about the importance of the Environment 
and their relationship with nature. We 
will continue to take every opportunity to 
reach out to kids with interesting facts and 
activities.

 » Kosh Lake E-News has included links to some 
fun Kids’ activities.

 » At our Kosh events, colouring and activity books 
have been available.

 » The Turtle event planned for this summer will be 
fun for kids (of all ages).

Enviornmental Stewardship  
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My Kosh motto has always been “The More the 
Merrier.” And, we always need more volunteers!  

Please contact me with any ideas you have for Kosh 
environment topics or if you might be available to help 
out in any way Environment@kasshabog.ca.  All ideas 
are good ideas and every bit of help is appreciated. 
Looking forward to hearing from you. 

A big shout out to all of the volunteers from the past 
year and a huge thank you to Terry Rees and FOCA 
for their amazing educational support, as well as to 
Covia for their financial support.  

Cynthia Cole is LKRA’s new  Environment Director 
and hangs out in South Connor’s Bay most days. 
Don’t hesitate to contact her if you have any questions 
concerning the environment and Kosh. 
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 - Chairs Executive meetings, including the AGM
 - Provides support to Executive members and maintains oversight of their mandates
 - Reviews and approves any changes to the Constitution
 - Reviews and approves communications to members, including minutes, agendas, eblasts and website updates
 - Represents LKRA at HBM township and HBM Lake Association meetings, or delegates others as necessary
 - Along with other Executive members, contacts related organizations, such as CVCA, MNRF and FOCA to
   research/investigate issues which might a�ect our lake and communicates �ndings to the executive and members
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  - Attends Executive meetings, including the AGM
 - Ensures minutes are correct and safely stored
 - Develops the Agenda for the AGM and Executive meetings
 - Communicates dates, reminders to members for AGM
 - Invites guests to the AGM, including communicating with the town clerk to ensure they are aware of our dates.
 - Edits items for eblasts and newsletter
 - Helps the Membership director organize distribution of the newsletter
 - Assists other Executive members in organizing events, etc
 - Supports other Executive members regarding goals and plans
 - Files online report for incorporation
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 - Attends Executive meetings, including the AGM
 - Manages the LKRA website
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 - Contributes to and participates in Executive meetings; votes on issues raised therein
 -Assists other executive members with events, goals and plans
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 at the annual general meeting;
2.  Any active member of the Corporation, whose annual dues are paid up for the year preceding the annual election,
 shall be eligible for election. 
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At our recent online Town Hall, markers were 
identified as one of the most important safety 
needs for our lake. Find out what Ted and his 
Marker team are doing about it.

This past year, efforts were made by program volunteers 
to replace many of the Marker Buoys located around 
the lake, especially the “Javex Bottle” style of buoys. 
They are subject to leaking then sinking making them 
very hard to see. A total of 26 new, orange Buoys 
were installed and another 19 were identified requiring 
replacement. Our goal is to have a consistent look 
for all markers throughout the lake. We encountered 
supply chain issues that resulted in delivery delays for 
several months. For 2022, we placed our orders early 
and as a result, the first shipment of Buoys arrived on 
schedule.

Cottagers have said that Buoys are sometimes hard 
to see, especially at night for water access cottagers.  
Historically Buoys have been 10” in diameter but this 
year we installed some of the larger Buoys 15”-18” in 
the main part of the lake, retaining the 10” Buoys for 
areas with less boat traffic. 

Another suggestion from cottagers was to install 
reflective tape on Buoys and consider the use of light 
Flashers. Last season, we installed reflective tape on 
a few Buoys in the main lake. Let us know if they are 
more effective. With respect to Flashing Lights, we try 
to balance safety with the concern of light pollution 
affecting cottagers’ quiet enjoyment at the lake. That 
said, solar lights have improved, are much smaller 
and lighter and we are going to add a few to the larger 
Buoys in the main areas of the lake that are located 
some distance from shore. Please let us know if these 
solar lights are effective and unobjectionable.  

ADOPT A MARKER PROGRAM

In years past, the Adopt a Marker Program was 
initiated to ensure the placement of Markers/Flashers 
throughout the lake. Volunteers adopt Markers/
Flashers and ensure their placement in the spring and 
their removal in the fall, along with their maintenance 
during the season. As more people choose to become 
full-time residents on the lake the boating season has 
been extended. Special thanks to all the volunteers 
who make this possible so that everyone can enjoy the 
lake safely throughout the year. We would also like to 
thank Kawartha Metals of Peterborough for supplying 
metal anchors for securing of the Buoys. 

Ted Ward-Griffin heads up our Marker Team and 
welcomes your suggestions, observations, and offers 
to help. Please reach out to him at ted.wg@icloud.com

LKRA Marker/Flasher Program Report 2021
by Ted Ward-Griffin

New lake Buoys and as well as a skid of anchors donated 
by Kawartha Metals, being prepared for delivery to 
volunteers around Kosh.
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SUMMARY OF LKRA 2021 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Tues, July 6, 2021 7:00 p.m. by Zoom, hosted by FOCA

In attendance were:  46 participants plus seven 
executive members, HBM Mayor Jim Martin, Terry 
Rees, (FOCA ED), who hosted the meeting, and 
Michelle Lewin (FOCA) who managed the technology.

1. The AGM was held on the Zoom platform, with 
the required number of Executive and association 
members in attendance to make the meeting 
official.  The webinar was recorded. Voting was 
conducted via the Zoom poll feature. Only paid-up 
members of the LKRA were permitted to vote, with 
one vote per property. Terry Rees opened with a Land 
Acknowledgement Statement.

2. LKRA Executive and Support, Committees and 
Liaison members were introduced. Cathy Ward 
Griffin and Stuart Day elected to retire from their LKRA 
positions and were thanked for their service. 

3. Invited guest HBM Mayor, Jim Martin touched 
on the following key points:

 » The Township has received many complaints 
regarding AirBnBs.

 » Camping on Bottle Lake is still an issue that HBM 
is working with MNRF to resolve.

 » Several township roads are being upgraded and 
resurfaced. 

 » Lack of internet access was at the forefront during 
the pandemic.

 » All emails for Council are on: www.hbmtwp.ca  and 
you can contact the Mayor at jmartin@hbmtwp.
ca or call 705-877-3764.  

4. The 2020 AGM Minutes and Financial Statements 
were posted on our website and summarized in our 
newsletter and approved by the members.

5. There was a proposal to amend the LKRA 
Constitution, Articles lll and Vll - Directors of the 
Corporation. The existing Constitution allows for up 
to 12 officers which includes 2 Members at Large; the 
proposed amendment would allow for up to 14 officers 
and 4 Members at Large. APPROVED. 

6. There were seven Executive Positions up for 
election. The following positions were approved: 
President Elect:  no nominee; Vice President: Jami 
Sampson; Treasurer: Hazel Higley; Membership 
Director: Jennifer Cummings; Environment Director: 
Cynthia Cole; Communications Director: Olivia 
Goheen; Members at Large: Stacy Dedlow, Chris 
Bradley, Hector Barber, Jennifer Conron. 

7. The proposed 2021 Budget was tabled by Hazel 
Higley with the following comments: We have a deficit 
this year as expenses have increased. We have 
purchased new markers and want to purchase an 
additional AED. We need to remove derelict docks 
located on the lake and we have a quote from Steve 
Martin.  We are looking for a volunteer with financial 
background to review the books. We have funds in the 
bank in excess of $27,385.00 which do not include the 
dam fund. APPROVED.

8. Terry Rees, Executive Director, FOCA spoke to 
the following: Membership in FOCA is a significant 
investment by LKRA and 520 other member 
associations.  FOCA encourages all members to look 
at benefits, especially the Cottage First insurance 
program; many members have found a better price 
with better level of coverage. FOCA offers members 
many webinars on relevant topics throughout the year. 
FOCA programs: Lake Partner program monitors water 
quality, Invasive Species, works to prevent the spread 
of Asian carp, Stary Stonewort, Fanwort, Eurasian 
Water Milfoil etc. Other areas of concern include hydro 
and cottage succession planning. Members can search 
many questions on the website and are encouraged 
to sign up for the Elert & updates at https://foca.on.ca. 

9. A Covia Update was provided by Mike Delsey: 
1. Covia has been updating their Blue Mountain site, 

reducing dust, etc.  Due to Covid there have been 
construction delays to the Blue Mountain project.  
Safety programs have been instituted for staff and 
contractors. The completion date has shifted to 
December 2021.   

2.  The annual open house has been cancelled for 
this year due to Covid.  

3. Covia continues to collect and incubate turtle eggs 
for later release of hatchlings and funded our Loon 
Project.                                                    Con’t...  

http://www.hbmtwp.ca 
https://foca.on.ca
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10.  Submitted Questions: Questions/Comments
       submitted in advance: 

1. Concerns have been raised about over-fishing on 
our lake, particularly by off-lake boaters.  Parking 
at boat launches and the roads have become an 
issue. Over-fishing and invasive species are of 
concern. 

 We have contacted all appropriate agencies. 
There is no easy solution.  We will investigate 
updating our boating/fishing signage at the 
Peninsula Rd. boat launch and contact the 
Township regarding posting of No Parking 
Signs on the Road. We will look at improving 
the dock. 

2.  We need to address the removal of four abandoned 
docks on the lake. 

 We have received a quote to remove and 
dispose of the materials, as noted in our 
budget. 

3.  There are concerns about cottage rentals (Airbnb 
cited) with overcrowding and noisy renters.  

 The township was contacted but no solution 
was offered. 

11. New Business:
1.  As per the 2021 budget, we will invest in a new 

AED for placement at a volunteer’s cottage. Tom 
Clark has volunteered.   

2. We have invested in new hazard markers this 
year and have volunteers to make the lake safer 
for boaters. 

3. A volunteer Communication Task Force has 
completed a review of our existing communication 
strategies. The audit includes many excellent 
recommendations that will be slowly introduced 
over the year ahead. 

4.  We were advised previously by our insurer that fire 
pumps were a liability risk but that has changed.  
We will be looking at the potential to add fire 
pumps on the lake as part of our upcoming safety 
review.

Questions submitted at the meeting will be 
responded to and are attached to the minutes. 
A complete and detailed copy of the minutes are 
posted on the LRKA website.  

705-930-5060

SUMMARY OF LKRA 2021 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Tues, July 6, 2021 7:00 p.m. by Zoom, hosted by FOCA - Con’t
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We wish to share our family’s positive experience 
with Canada’s largest freshwater turtle - the 
common snapping turtle – and our amazing good 
fortune to witness its full reproductive cycle of 
mating, nesting, and hatching near our cottage 
last year.

It all started in early April when the ice had just melted 
which allowed us to safely get out for our first canoe 
ride. While exploring the shallow shoreline, we noticed 
a splashing commotion in the water and our curiosity 
compelled us to approach with caution. We soon 
realized that it was two snapping turtles and although 
it looked like they were fighting, this was actually their 
mating ritual. While observing this, a third snapping 
turtle even bumped into our canoe. This was clearly 
a busy time for the turtles so we paddled away so we 
wouldn’t disturb them. This was certainly an experience 
not commonly seen by many cottagers.

Two months later, while looking out from our deck at 
the sunrise glittering across the calm water, we noticed 
a large snapping turtle digging holes in our sandy 
waterfront.  In Ontario, female snappers begin to lay 
eggs at 17 to 19 years old, so we figured from her size 
that this was an expectant mother. But the nervous 
female heard us and soon scuttled back into the water. 
This same routine of early morning nesting attempts 
was repeated for several days. By observation and 
later by internet research, we learned that turtles 
investigate nesting spots with meticulous detail to 
find ideal conditions such as soil type, proximity to 
water, and sun direction. They even dig “pilot holes” 

to test an area. To our astonishment one morning, we 
spied two female snapping turtles digging holes right 
beside each other! Clearly, they were both fans of our 
waterfront conditions and wanted the same spot. After 
several days passed, we assumed that they had laid 
their eggs under the cover of darkness. In the morning, 
however, we could see evidence of raccoon footprints 
in the sand. 

Snapping turtles, as with most other turtles, are most 
vulnerable to predators in the egg and hatchling 
stages. A single clutch usually consists of 25-45 ping 
pong ball-sized eggs. Wanting to protect the nest and 
encourage successful hatching, we built a wooden crib 
with chicken wire that had side holes so that the baby 
turtles could still escape and find their way to the water. 
The chicken wire ensured that predators stayed out yet 
also allowed the sun to reach the sand. 

Nest temperature is very important in determining 
the sex of snapping turtle hatchlings. Research has 
shown that a low incubation temperature of 20°C or 
a high temperature of 29°C to 31°C produces only 
females, while more moderate temperatures produce 
both sexes (21°C to 22°C) or only males (23°C to 
24°C). Our funny-looking contraption sat on our beach 
all summer and made for some great conversation 
with neighbors. We had to explain that it was not to 
aid our misguided efforts in sand-gardening but to 
assist wildlife conservation. Throughout the summer, 
everyone kept asking if there were signs of hatchlings. 
Despite a usual incubation period of 60-90 days, 
August came and went with no sign of any activity.

Turtles on Kosh: Our Unforgettable Experience
by the Lees Family
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It wasn’t until early September when we checked 
the crib and noticed four holes in the sand and turtle 
eggshell remnants in the ground. (If the egg pieces 
were scattered above ground, it would have meant 
that the eggs had been dug up and eaten.) We were 
relieved to see signs that successful hatching had 
occurred – although we did not witness the 30-90 
babies actually escaping to the water. Later, however, 
a shoreline search did reveal one hatchling that was 
taking cover in some vegetation. We were very excited 
that our best hopes had been confirmed! The snapper 
eggs had hatched, they avoided land predation, and 
they did make it to the protection of Lake Kasshabog. 

This was an amazing experience to witness through 
the different stages and we were glad to share the 
excitement with many keenly-interested cottagers – 
especially the youngest. It is our hope that all who 
enjoy our lake gain an appreciation for these beautiful 
creatures and feel inclined to protect them.

With their population declining in Ontario, snapping 
turtles have been designated a species of “special 
concern”. When a female nesting turtle is killed, it has 
an extremely negative impact on the snapping turtle 
population. Most turtle eggs and hatchlings don’t make 
it to adulthood so an adult female must be able to nest 
every year to help her species survive. Female turtles 
are most vulnerable along our roads, especially during 
the spring when they mate and may cross a road to 
get to a preferred nesting site. The best thing you can 
do to help a nesting turtle is to leave it alone. Should 
they be crossing a road, however, and you wish to 
help, it is best that you push them in the direction 
the turtle is already headed. Please do consider your 
own safety when doing so. Otherwise, you can help 
reduce habitat degradation by maintaining a healthy 
and natural shoreline. 

These creatures have called Lake Kasshabog home 
for millions of years and with your help they should be 
able to do so for many more.

Editor’s note: if you find an injured turtle or a recently-
deceased one, call the Ontario Turtle Conservation 
Centre in Peterborough. They have a network of 
volunteers who can help transport an injured turtle to 
their hospital. They may even be able to retrieve and 
hatch the eggs from a deceased female and return her 
young to the wild. 705-741-5000.

The Lees Family have been on the lake for four 
generations and call North Connor Bay home.
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Over the years, the LKRA has been involved in a number 
of important initiatives to protect our loon population. 
Lake Kasshabog cottagers have recorded as many as 
22 loon pairs raising a maximum of 14 chicks.

Although we are fortunate to continue to have several 
nesting pairs on our lake, we have experienced a 
decline in our loon chick population over the past few 
years. Between 2015-2018, only two to four loon chicks 
survived. Consequently, in 2019, we collected detailed 
information about our loons on Kosh.

The purpose of the 2021 Loon Project was to further 
investigate the factors that may impact loon nesting, 
hatching, and rearing of loon chicks on Kosh Lake. 
This detailed in-depth information about loons and 
how human activities affect them helps inform, and 
ultimately shape the impact of human behavior on 
loon survival. Financial support for both the 2019 
and 2021 Loon Projects was made possible by Covia 
Corporation.

With the help of 15 loon monitors, relevant quantitative 
and qualitative data were collected from May to 
September 2021 in order to:

 » map the territories of loon pairs
 » identify the number of loon pairs
 » document our observations of the nesting/

hatching habits, including habitat selection, 
the interactions between breeding loons and 
intruders (human and predators), the chickrearing 
behaviour/ parent-chick interactions, and chick 
developmental growth

 » record the number of births and survival rate of 
the loon chicks

The loon observations were collected weekly, uploaded 
and analyzed by the 2021 Loon Project team. In 
addition, we compared the 2019 and 2021 Loon Project 
findings to determine if there were any significant 
differences. In 2019 we had 13 nesting loon pairs (with 
3 failing to produce chicks), resulting in 9 surviving 
chicks. In 2021 there were 12 nesting pairs, with 8 
successful hatches. Nine chicks survived.

Although nine surviving chicks in both 2019 and 2021 
is an improvement from previous years, we observed 
changes in loon behaviour, which may have an 
impact on their survival in the future. For instance, we 
observed last summer that the loons seemed somewhat 
desensitized to human traffic, swimming close to docks 
and not being as alarmed by advancing boats. 

Two major, interrelated issues emerged from our 
analysis: human traffic and lake water fluctuations. 
Human traffic was reported to be much more frequent 
than in the past, with bigger wakes from bigger boats. 
This has an impact on nests, chicks, and shoreline 
depletion. Water fluctuation impacts nesting as well. 

The project findings prompted us to ask several 
questions:

 » how can we connect what we have observed with 
how we can make our lake better for loons? 

 » what can we do differently to really get the 
message out?  

 » how can we help to mitigate negative human 
behaviour to protect loons? 

To address these questions, a Loon Task Force was 
formed (N. Bidgood, C. Cole, J. Cummings, K. Dobson, 
G. Kindree, L. Lane-Moore, C. Phoenix-Renz, D. 
Russell, and C. Ward-Griffin). 

2019/20 Loon Project Reveals Threats to Survival

Help Protect Our Loons
by Cathy Ward-Griffin

Photo credit: Cliff Homewood
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The Loon Task Force met on several occasions to 
discuss the following potential educational/advocacy 
initiatives: 

 » create and post loon signage
 » publish a clear and consistent message (Help 

Protect Our Loons) using a variety of mediums 
(e.g. Eblast, LKRA newsletter and website, FB 
Kasshabog’er)

 » distribute children’s coloring pages (LKRA annual 
newsletter)

 » promote person-to-person conversations

In early May, we launched our first initiative by posting 
hi-impact signs “Top Six Ways You Can Help Loons” 
at the marinas, boat launches, and entrances of the 
various cottage roads. Once again, we are grateful to 
Covia Corporation for funding this initiative. We hope 
these signs will help educate the variety of people who 
enjoy and use Kasshabog Lake. We will also continue 
to use other mediums to reinforce our message.

Let’s all work together to protect our loons and other 
wildlife and promote the kind of mindful boating that 
will improve the health of our shorelines. If we are 
successful, the loons on Lake Kasshabog will not only 
survive but thrive in the future!

As a former LKRA Director of Environment, Cathy 
Ward-Griffin has a passion for environmental issues 
affecting our lake. She and her husband Ted have 
been on the lake for 32 years with the last 7 years as 
year-long residents.

Keep it Wild
Let native wetland plants grow along your shoreline, or replant if the 
shoreline is bare. Natural shorelines provide shelter and food for both fish 
and loons.

Keep it Calm
Slow down near wetlands and shorelines and keep your wake to a minimum. 
Wakes can wash out nests or separate young loons from their parents, which 
makes chicks easy pickings for predators.

Steer Clear
Slow down and steer clear of loons, waterbirds, and other wildlife. They may 
not be able to escape your path. If adults become separated from their 
young, they can’t protect them. 

Dispose Responsibly
Take trash and fishing line to shore for proper disposal. Garbage including 
plastics and tackle can injure birds and other wildlife. Keep food and scraps 
contained, as they may increase predators around nests.

ReduceYour Impact
Use less electricity and fossil fuels. Climate change raises lake temperatures, 
which causes more heavy metals to accumulate in wildlife tissues . Do not 
add pollutants, such as household hazardous wastes, to our rivers and lakes. 

Get Involved
Be an advocate for loons and lakes. Raise awareness of air 
pollution issues and join your lake association. Participate in 
loon or lake monitoring.

birdscanada.org

TOP 6 WAYS YOU CAN
HELP THE LOONS

SPONSORED BY:

Note: Ontario’s Roadmap to Reopen is in progress. This event will follow all current Provincial Health guidelines. 

 
 

Half Moon Bay, MacDonald Bay, 410 Peninsula Road 

Saturday, June 18, 10 am – Noon 
KOSH LAKE DROP-IN 

• First Ever Turtle Event! 

• Reconnect with other 
cottagers 

• Local marketplace with over 
10 cottage vendors with Kosh-
related items & baked goods 

• Meet some of the LKRA 
Executive team 

• Pay your 2022 Membership dues 

• Pre-order your copy of the  
2023 LKRA calendar 

Note: Ontario’s Roadmap to Reopen is in progress. This event will follow all current Provincial Health guidelines. 
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Night Lights: Outdoor Lighting is Changing Rural Areas
by Dr. Robert Dick, originally published in the FOCA 2021 Lake Stewards Newsletter (reproduced in part with permission)

The attractions of cottage country includes green and 
blue vistas during the day, and the soundscapes and 
starry skies of late evening. But the latter attraction is 
quickly changing, and the culprit is a “green” lighting 
technology. I refer to the proliferation of white-light 
LED fixtures. They are marketed as low energy and 
cheap; however, these attributes promote outdoor 
lighting where previously there was none. LED fixtures 
consume so little energy compared to the older 
incandescent lights that many cottagers leave them on 
all night and even when their cottage is vacant.

It is ironic that a product developed to save energy 
and preserve the environment is having the opposite 
effect: LEDs are causing a 2.2% per year increase in 
outdoor lighting! Within your lifetime, the sky will be 
twice as bright, and we will be using twice the energy 
for lighting.

Why does this matter? How can something as simple 
as a door light affect the night?

First, outdoor lighting fundamentally changes the 
aesthetics of the night. It reduces the visibility for 
both people and animals. It makes foraging animals 
vulnerable to predators. 

The proliferation of light is caused by outdoor 
lights on buildings, along laneways and shoreline 
lighting. Whether used for landscaping or waterfront 
“enhancement”, outdoor lighting changes the night 
environment and disrupts the ecology of wildlife. It also 
undermines the enjoyment for those who may prefer 
the natural night they can’t get in the city.

How You Can help
 » Light pollution can be easily reduced with some 

simple solutions:
 » Shield your light fixtures so light shines where 

you need it, not over your neighbour’s property. 
Everyone will see better without the glare.

 » Use amber “bug lights” – not white light. Amber 
will reduce the impact of glare and will also attract 
fewer mosquitoes.

 » Use lower wattage lamps. To judge how much light 
you need, go for a walk at night and approach your 
lights after becoming dark-adapted. This will be 
what the animals see. If your lights are bright, dim 
them down or use a lower wattage bulb.

 » Turn off your outdoor lights when you don’t 
want to have visitors, when you go to bed, and 
certainly when you are away. We’ve been told 
to use light to make our homes safer, but without 
an active security system, outdoor lighting won’t 
protect your property, it just puts it on display for 
thieves and vandals.

To read up on more lighting tricks, the colour of light 
and illumination levels, visit my blog: www.csbg.ca/
truths- myths.htm

About the author: Robert Dick is a principal in the 
Canadian light company CSbG EcoLights. He wrote 
the original chapter on light pollution in FOCA’s 2009 
publication, “Take the Plunge.”

Perhaps it’s time to approach the HBM Township 
to create a dark sky lighting bylaw, similar to the 
Township of Muskoka Lakes. In the meantime, 
only use outdoor lights when you are at the lake.
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In case you haven’t heard, Spongy Moth has been 
formally adopted by the Entomological Society of 
America, as the new common name for the moth 
species Lymantria dispar, replacing Gypsy Moth. 
Whatever its name, we hope that last summer, will 
be the last year of any major infestation at Kosh!

Because of extreme, extended days of sub-zero 
temperatures this past winter, we expect that most of 
the eggs in above-snow-level nests will have perished.  
But here’s a brief recap of how you can manage any 
spongy moths who might still be lurking around.

What they Like: They prefer deciduous hardwood 
trees including oak, maple, elm, birch, and poplar. 
As the population increases, they will also attack 
evergreens such as pine and spruce.  

Goodbye Spongy Moth…We Hope

In April/May: Look for any visible egg masses on trunks 
and branches and carefully scrape the egg mass into 
a pail of soapy water. By removing the egg mass, you 
are interrupting the life cycle at the beginning, making 
the rest of the management strategies a little easier. 

In June: Inspect the leaves, branches, and trunk for 
caterpillars. Using gloves, pick them off the tree and 
place them in a bucket of soapy water. If possible, gently 
shake the tree so the caterpillars fall from the leaves.   

Burlap Banding/Wrapping: Hopefully this year it 
won’t be necessary to wrap burlap near the base of 
the trunk to capture dozens of caterpillars. But if you 
see a lot of egg masses that you can’t reach, it might 
be a good idea to wrap the trunk with burlap.  

Here’s to less 
infestation and more 
healthy tree growth 
this summer!
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Be Septic Savvy  
Do you know how your septic system works? 

These days most cottages have a septic system to 
manage wastewater and sewage. Everything that goes 
down your drain, every shower, every flush ends up 
in your system. 

To safeguard your health and keep Kosh free from 
contaminants, it’s important to understand how your 
system works and check it out frequently. It’s also 
important to educate family and friends – what goes 
down the drain and toilet and what doesn’t!  

For a great overview visit:
 » rvca.ca/media/k2/attachments/Septic_Smart_

English.pdf  
 » www.FOCA.on.ca and search Septic Systems 

Since we no longer have 
gas at Stoney Point Marina, 
cottagers must do their own 
refueling. As we all know, 
this can be challenging, 
especially in rough water. 
And leaking or spilled fuel 
is incredibly harmful to our 
lake. It’s also a fire hazard. 

Here are a few tips from Transport Canada's Safe 
Boating Guide. These would be good to share with all 
drivers in your family:

 » First moor your boat securely to prevent spills, turn 
off electrical switches and power supplies to the 
engine and refrain from using electrical devices 
such as portable radios.

 » Ensure passengers are ashore while refueling, no 
one is smoking and any flames are extinguished. 

 » Whenever possible fill portable tanks on the shore.
 » Ground the nozzle against the filler pipe.

 » In smaller boats, the use of a simple fuel siphon 
can help to avoid the awkward and spill-prone task 
of pouring from a portable fuel container.

 » Know how much fuel your tank can hold and do 
not overfill it.

 » Wipe up spills and dispose of the used cloth or 
towel in an approved container.

 » If applicable, run the engine compartment blower 
for at least four minutes immediately before 
starting the gasoline engine and check for vapors 
from the engine compartment before you start up 
the engine. 

 » Many cottagers have found fuel transfer pumps, 
like the Terra Pump TRFA01 4AA battery-powered 
pump, a great solution to minimize spills, especially 
in choppy water. Such pumps are available online 
or at most boat dealers.

For more information on fuel safety visit: 
tc.canada.ca/sites/default/files/migrated/tp_511e.pdf

Refuelling Tips This Summer
Learn important ways to reduce spills. Your safety and the lake’s health depend upon it.

http://rvca.ca/media/k2/attachments/Septic_Smart_English.pdf 
http://rvca.ca/media/k2/attachments/Septic_Smart_English.pdf 
http://www.FOCA.on.ca
http://tc.canada.ca/sites/default/files/migrated/tp_511e.pdf
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Healthy Shorelines Matter 

There are great resources available to learn more 
about your shoreline and how to keep it healthy.

Healthy lakes start with healthy shorelines. Did you 
know that the state of your shoreline can directly affect 
the quality of the water that you swim in and play on, not 
only at your own waterfront but elsewhere on the lake?

Natural shorelines: 
 » Help filter pollutants (which helps us have clean, 

good quality water)
 » Protect against erosion from waves and boat 

wakes
 » Provide an important habitat for land-based and 

aquatic wildlife
 » Help keep geese off your property
 » A healthy shoreline is less work so you’ll have 

more deck and dock time!

Is my shoreline healthy?
To find out take the Love your Lake: Self-Assessment 
https://loveyourlake.ca/self-assessment/

What can I do?
Love your Lake: 5 ways to a Healthy Shoreline 
loveyourlake.ca/5-ways-healthy-shoreline

More info about keeping our lake healthy 
 » FOCA: foca.on.ca/shoreline-owners-guide-to-

healthy-waterfronts/
 » Watersheds Lake Protection Workbook: 

watersheds.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/
Lake-Protection-Workbook.pdf
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http://loveyourlake.ca/5-ways-healthy-shoreline
http://foca.on.ca/shoreline-owners-guide-to-healthy-waterfronts/
http://foca.on.ca/shoreline-owners-guide-to-healthy-waterfronts/
http://watersheds.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Lake-Protection-Workbook.pdf
http://watersheds.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Lake-Protection-Workbook.pdf
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I’ve been at the dump myself and looked across the fifty 
or sixty-foot excavation, steaming with leftovers, and 
seen the chilling shape of a huge black bear emerge 
from the shadows and rise up on its legs. It stayed put, 
just looked me over. I backed slowly toward the car. A 
bear can run forty-five miles per hour and it reaches 
that speed in three leaps. If she’d wanted me, I was her 
dinner. Her two cubs came in view down the other end 
of the dump. Glad I didn’t get between them and mom.

Our first bear on Rebel’s Isle came one stormy 
afternoon in August during a power blackout. Power 
blackouts were commonplace back then. Every time a 
storm blew through, some wire somewhere got taken 
out by a tree and all the lights would go black, the clocks 
stop, and the transformers cease their low-grade hum. 
It’s one of those things you didn’t really notice until 
suddenly it wasn’t there: a wonderful state of calm, a 
special kind of peace. 

We sat on the porch we’d recently added facing the 
big lake on old wooden rockers, enjoying the serenity 
when an unfamiliar movement caught my eye; a big 
black dog? a huge black dog? A dog swam across to 
the island? “Look Annie, we have a visitor” … As the 
dog began to climb the steps a sudden truth sank in, 
“It’s a bear!!!” Out of our chairs and at the cabin door, 
we didn’t run, we levitated. It’s hard to say what actually 
happened next. We were a blur of activity, running 
about locking doors, franticly searching for a camera, 
perhaps some yelling occurred. Outside the bear 

Bears. Bears? Bears!!!!!
by Paul Grissom

On a little jut of rock that’s part of the shoals surrounding 
Rebel’s Isle there's a small maple tree that sprouted 
during the years of low water shortly after we came to 
Kasshabog Lake. That rock is no place for a tree to try 
to grow, and over the years it has been stunted by wind 
and thin soil; twisted into a shape vaguely resembling 
a bear. We call it “Dancing Bear Island” It’s a kind of 
totem to a fact of life up in the far North. Bears.

We cottagers have always had an uneasy coexistence 
with bears. You see, cottagers like food and so do 
bears. Bears can get along fine with nature's bounty, 
but they seem to like our stuff better. We give good 
garbage, and bears are good at getting at it. Our 
neighbour across the way learned just how good: He 
had a load ready for the dump locked securely in his 
camper-topped pickup – thought he’d take it over in 
the morning. That night he heard noise, turned on the 
yard lights and there was his camper all pulled apart 
with two black bears snuffling about inside. They had 
pulled the door frame away from the body of the truck 
and ripped the camper-top from its mounting. Lesson 
learned?
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had stopped in his paw prints, confused. The thought 
balloon above his head screamed, BEAR?! RUN!! And 
so the bear skedaddled to the shore. Inside, doors and 
windows shut tight, the camera found, and composure 
restored, the brave photographer began to shoot. 
Bear swimming, camera snapping several photos of 
him, very tiny in the frame, mind you, but proof we’d 
had a bear. Off he swam out of sight around the point. 
Several sighs of relief. Then back he came down the 
path, now thoroughly confused, “Wasn’t I just here?” 
To the annoying sound of a rapid-fire shutter the little 
bear slipped back into the water and, this time, was 
gone for good.

We followed his progress along the far shore by the 
yelling and general pandemonium he created at one 
cottage after another. Like firecrackers in a series of 
chicken coops the traveling bear show moved along 
the shore until finally he must have gone off into the 
woods; probably on a scent-line for the dump. And 
everyone quieted down, and then the power came 
back on. Peace at last in bear country. 

Paul Grissom is a storyteller and writer extraordinaire 
not to mention the proud owner of Rebel’s Isle where 
he summers with his wife Annie. Rebel’s Isle is located 
just east of the old Kosh Lake Marina.

Lake Kasshabog Art Show 
Sat. July 30, 2022

Calling all artists and crafters to join us for the 2022 
Art Show of handmade art, paintings, pottery, jewelry 
and more to be held during the Lake Regatta on July 
30, 2022. We’re expecting a great turnout after missing 
the event for a couple of years. 

Please reach out to Heather Ramsey by email at 
heather12ramsey@gmail.com for more information 
and to secure your spot at the Community Hall/Library.

We need enough artists to participate to make the 
show fun and viable, so please let me know if you are 
interested asap so we can continue this tradition.
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Welcome to our Lake Community! The moment 
you arrive you feel the hustle and bustle of urban 
life melt away. The pine-scented air is sweet, the 
water is clean, wildlife abounds, and starry skies 
bless each night. Here are the important guidelines 
that we follow at Kosh to respect and protect 
each other and this beautiful lake. Thank you for 
following them too!

Cottaging and Enjoying Time in Kosh Together: 
Kosh is a small lake so neighbors are always close. 
Noisy pets, loud noise, and excessive lights impact 
the enjoyment of everyone.  Please respect your 
neighbours and remember that we all unwind in 
different ways and noise travels across the lake farther 
than you think... as do conversations, so keep your 
volume at a level only you can enjoy.

Septic Systems: If you’re on a septic system it needs 
to be managed carefully. The best way is to try to limit 
the use of water and never put harmful chemicals or 
non-degradable items down the sink or toilet. Use 
phosphate-free products whenever possible to wash 
and clean.

Our Lake:  At Kosh, we do not bathe, wash our hair or 
brush our teeth in the lake. We pride ourselves on our 
water quality and all work together to keep it that way.   

Garbage and Recycling:  Best to keep garbage well 
locked up or in an animal-proof tin until your trip to 
the dump. Bears and raccoons just love a midnight 
snack!  In this Township, garbage is taken to local 
transfer stations. (See page 46 of this newsletter.) All 
garbage must be in clear bags and tagged. Recycle 
enthusiastically and compost smartly if possible.   
    
Campfires:   The status of Forest Fire Danger is clearly 
posted on roads leading to the lake. Since the closest 
fire station is a distance away, a spreading fire poses 
a significant danger to all of us! Therefore, only have 
a campfire when it is safe to do and of course never 
on windy days. Limit its width and height. Never leave 
your fire unattended and always keep a water source 
readily available. When you’ve finished enjoying your 
campfire, douse your fire thoroughly. Remember, in 
HBM Township there is no daytime burning.  

Our Amazing Wildlife: We share this lake with 
an abundant number of beautiful wild creatures. 
Whether it’s the deer or foxes in the woods, smaller 
lake-side animals such as beavers, otters, turtles or 
our magnificent loons that nest and live in our bays, 
they deserve our respect and consideration. Never 
encroach upon their space or follow them in a boat. Just 
let them be and watch and enjoy them from a distance.

Boats:  If you are visiting our lake from another lake 
and bringing your boat, you must ensure your boat is 
cleaned, dried, and drained before launching it into 
Kosh. Do not clean or empty bait buckets and live 
bait into the lake as Invasive species such as zebra 
mussels and spiny water fleas can spread between 
water bodies causing disease and damage to native 
species.  

Sports: Environment Canada and Parks Canada 
prohibited the possession of lead fishing sinkers or 
lead jigs weighing less than 50 g so avoid using them. 
As well, please retrieve your fishing line whenever 
possible, as it poses a considerable danger to our 
native loons (and other wildlife).  We love golf but ask 
you not to drive balls into our lake or otherwise litter. If 
you are boating, you’ll need a Boating license and are 
encouraged to follow safe practices.  Kosh has many 
shoals so only venture where you know the water is 
deep enough. There is no Marina or boat repair on the 
lake so use caution!   

Fireworks: Firework displays are only permitted on 
long weekends and during specific hours. A permit 
must be obtained in advance to ensure all By-laws will 
be met. For more info visit www.kasshabog.ca/news  
Owners are responsible for ensuring these By-laws are 
adhered to by anyone renting their property.

Please share this Visitor’s Guide with guests 
renting your cottage this year!

A Visitor’s Guide to Kosh

http://www.kasshabog.ca/news 
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Memories are made at times like this and we 
are reminded just how resilient this lake and 
community really are.

Our family was one of the first on Kasshabog. We, 
like many others, are getting ready to celebrate 75 
years of pristine waters and serene loon calls in the 
distance. Our family's 4 generations have all felt a 
sense of peace on Kasshabog Lake. We have watched 
its evolution and growth as we escaped our busy 9-5 
life. Traditions began and grew over the years with 
families and friends; none of us the wiser that things 
would drastically change in 2020 in ways we couldn't 
imagine.

In March 2020, all Kasshabog’ers, both permanent 
residents and weekend trekkers, watched the world 
stop- and with it, the lake and family traditions. The 
regatta stopped, fish fries, corn roasts and large 
gatherings stopped. My husband and I began to 
question how our son would ever experience the stuff 
that memories are made of. He was too young when 
the pandemic started to remember long weekend 
traditions that we looked forward to all year.

My son, Owen, and his cousins are just some of 
the amazing 4th generation Kasshabog kids. What 
would this pivotal moment in history mean for their 
time on Kosh? For some, it meant starting with Zoom 
and Facebook chats with family until hesitantly and 
cautiously it began to evolve back into visits to the lake 
and our families who live there.

Last summer, we began to celebrate dipping our feet 
back into traditions (and the lake), traditions we had 
perhaps started to take for granted. The sound of every 
type of motorized vehicle could be heard again. Drinks 
with friends by the fire resumed, along with boat trips to 
Stoney Point Marina for ice cream with lifelong friends. 

Blake and I celebrate each trip to the lake with Owen 
knowing he is experiencing the wonder and excitement, 
just as my husband did in his shoes, so many years 
ago.

Parenting at the lake wasn't easy during this moment 
in history, but the spirit of our lake and the community 
within it continue on, just like the serene loon call at 
dusk.

Amanda Gavigan-Cameron, her husband Blake and 
their son Owen spend as much time as they can 
soaking in life and family on the shores of North Connor 
Bay. This summer, the family can be found with Owen 
learning how to swim and kayak, Blake will be tinkering 
on motorized vehicles, and Amanda plans to work on 
her Virtual Assistant business and write book reviews 
from the cottage deck.

Parenting on Kosh – A Moment in Time
by Amanda Gavigan-Cameron
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I remember the looks we would get when we told 
people we had a summer home on Long Island! They’d 
ask, “Like in New York, that Long Island?” “Gosh no,” 
we’d say. “It’s north of Havelock. Have you heard of it?”

Adapting to island living takes time. Our first day of new 
cottage life we arrived on the mainland and loaded the 
boat up with our cottage essentials. We then tried to 
start the ‘new to us’ boat motor, which seemed to be 
80 years old!  First lesson, make sure the motor starts 
before you load up! Luckily for us, our island neighbour 
arrived just as we did and helped us start the boat. He 
gently reminded us that “oars work too!”

Now, starting the motor in the rain, in the cold and in 
the dark is no sweat. And did I mention packing up 
two small kids and a dog every weekend?  And here’s 
the truth. We soon realized that our cottage weekend 
really began as soon as our feet hit the dock on the 
mainland anyway.  

From a kayak to pontoon, we’ve learned to navigate 
them all over the last 15 years. And when a load 
doesn’t fit in a boat, our floating dock acts like an Ikea 
skid, carrying everything from mattresses, BBQs, 
couches, toilets and more. I can think of more than 
one precarious trip across the 3-minute channel with 
an uneven load, just praying that a big wave wouldn’t 
slap us off the raft. Yah, it’s always a spectacular scene, 
watching the Ramseys float yet another pile of wood 
across the lake in their makeshift mini barge! 

With an abundance of life lessons gained and help from 
neighbours, we have come to truly celebrate island life, 
or as we now call it, Ramseyville.  When guests come, 
we now masterfully start the old motor and deftly deliver 
them safely to our floating dock.  Ah yes, the floating 
dock. That’s a story for another article.   
 
Speaking of Bogger family, yes, we had to be helped 
countless times during that first summer but now we’ve 
learned enough to be able to help others.  

Beyond our newly acquired boating skills, my husband 
also became handier and handier with each cottage 
weekend. Good thing when you live on an island! His 
skills were sometimes acquired accidentally and other 
times quite purposefully. But he’s had lots of practice 
replacing almost every wall and floor in the place. 
 
Island Life. Even though we can’t be islanders all year 
round, it only makes us appreciate the times we’re up 
at Ramseyville even more. Over a life-time of crossing 
memories, our girls have learned that an island cottage 
is a gift that is a bit of extra work, but so worth the 
life skills and memories with family, friends and our 
Bogger family.

Heather Ramsey and her family love their small cottage 
on Long Island and, when they’re not repairing it, they 
spend most of their time swimming, kayaking, sailing 
and enjoying docktails with friends and family.

Our Summer Place on Long Island 
by Heather Ramsey
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2021 LKRA Photo Contest
The 2021 photo contest was a huge success! Over 150 
entries were received. Congratulations to everyone 
and thanks to Mandy Gavigan-Cameron for organizing 
the contest and to the six volunteer judges. Gold Award 
winners below.

Life On Kosh Category
 » Lori Van Kessel, Ice Cream Please!

Landscape Category
 » Carrie Truman, Stony Lake Bay Sunset

Nature Category
 » Tom McDonald, Loon and Babies

Action Category
 » Lorraine Day, Carving the Glass

Furry Friends Category
 » Heather Ramsey, Jazzy Relection

Overall Photo Contest Winner
Felice Puopolo

      Fall Sunrise (Looking S/E toward Portage Bay) K
O

SH
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Thailand is Still Calling…
by Cynthia Cole

As you will remember, 
last year I wrote an 
article about NEVER 
planning to stay at 
Kosh over the winter 
(the plan was to go to 
Thailand). But, like so 
many plans, COVID 
changed everything.  
We stayed put at Kosh 
… and enjoyed it!

This year, traveling to warmer climates for the winter 
was on the wish list but no matter how many times I 
clicked my ruby red slippers and chanted “there are 
warmer places to be”, COVID (and all the variants) 
had other plans. 

Yep, winter #2 we stayed at Kasshabog! No fears or 
tears this year. We were ready!

We definitely enjoy the simplicity of life at the lake and 
even had a few family members and friends up during 
the winter. (COVID rules as well as limited heated 
space kept our numbers low.)  It was fun to see others 
enjoy a Kosh winter as much as we do: skating on the 
lake, hiking for miles back in the bush, walking around 
Long Island, and stopping to visit friends along the way.  

There’s no place like home … and these days, for us 
Kasshabog is home. 

Cynthia Cole and her husband Gilles Rioux are long-
standing ‘Boggers’ and currently make Connor Bay 
their full-time home. Cynthia’s Dad bought the cottage 
in 1951.  

An Epilogue
Last year two lake residents were ‘caught’ unexpectedly wintering at Kosh due to COVID and we shared 
their stories. We thought you might be interested in knowing where they ended up THIS winter.

2022 Photo Contest & Kosh Lake Calendar 2023
Save the Date  

Pre-order your 2023 Kosh Lake calendar by
July 20, 2022 at
https://forms.gle/SXNkbbHezdA6REv68

This special 75th Anniversary calendar will 
feature this year’s winning photos! 

Calendar(s) can be picked up at the regatta 
or from other locations TBD around the 
lake, or mailed to you.  

LKRA calendars are a great Christmas gift 
and great way to enjoy cottage pictures all 
year round! $15 each.

Capture A Moment 
 
There’s still time to enter the 2022 photo contest. 
Capture a moment and send us your winning shot!   

The five fabulous categories are:
 » Life on Kosh - pictures of friends and family at 

the cottage 
 » Pets - pictures of your furry friends enjoying 

life at Kosh 
 » Landscape - land, water or sky
 » Action - high energy action shots at the 

cottage   
 » Nature - pictures of wildlife that share the lake 

with us 

The 2022 photo contest ends June 25th, 2022. 
Send your entries to lkraphotocontest@gmail.com

Full rules are posted on the LKRA Website.  

https://forms.gle/SXNkbbHezdA6REv68
mailto:lkraphotocontest%40gmail.com%20?subject=
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You may remember how my husband Jim and I had 
to unexpectedly leave our jobs at Global Pathways 
School in India when the pandemic struck and set 
up home in our 3-season cottage on Kosh. We were 
ready to head back in May but India experienced a 
severe ‘wave 2’ forcing us to stay put at Kasshabog 
until September. May to September 2021 proved to 
be a true bonus time at the lake.  

While we were ‘detained’ (enjoying 526 days at the 
cottage), our students at Global Pathways School 
endured more hardships than we in Canada: reduced 
access to drinking water, electricity, employment 
opportunities (for their parents), and in a few cases 
food. 

The school stayed in touch with the families and 
supported a monthly food bank. Produce from the 
vegetable garden was distributed to families and a  
Go-fund-Me paid for the basic food items families could 
not travel for (or afford) to purchase. 

In India every family has at least one smartphone. 
The school was assured that each child would be 
allowed access to the smartphone, so teachers got 
busy making videos. Some videos explained how to 
work through the worksheet packets that were being 
distributed and some were very creative interactive 
lessons with the children.
 
These lessons were shared via WhatsApp so 
teachers could see the timestamps when lessons 
were accessed. Often this was late evening when a 
parent returned with the phone from a day of work. 
Teachers smartly adapted the lessons to complement 
this viewing time.
 
The response to the lessons was more positive than 
anyone had expected. Indian educators had feared that 
a huge number of students would join the workforce 
during the pandemic and not return to the classroom. 
We were so, so fortunate, we did not lose any students; 
GPS parents can truly see the benefit of keeping their 
children in school. 

As you are reading this article those same students 
have moved on to the next grade. Just think, those that 
were finishing Grade 2 in March 2020 have had a total 
of 78 days in the classroom and have been moved up 
to their age-appropriate grade; Grade 5. No matter how 
effective those WhatsApp lessons were, there will still 
be many learning gaps to fill. 

If this article has made you want to learn more about 
Global Pathways School (or Village Community 
Foundation - the Canadian Charity that supports it), 
please visit https://vcfoundation.ca  In due time, we’ll 
be back enjoying life on the lake we all call home.  

Joy Brickell and her husband Jim have been life long 
cottagers on MacDonald Bay. 

The Final Chapter of An Unexpected Layover @ Kosh
by Joy Brickell 

Isn’t it time we 
got to know each 

other better?
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It wasn’t my dream to move full-time with our 
young family to a small, very rustic cottage with no 
running water and run a small cottage resort- but 
Darryl had a vision…

Back in February 1983, we were the eager young 
couple who purchased property that included seven 
run-down cottages and a restaurant on the north shore 
of Stoney Lake Bay. It never occurred to us that the 
dilapidated building on the lake, with the caved-in roof, 
would actually become a huge part of our business 
over the next 40 years, and provide us with some of 
our greatest memories. 

THE EARLY DAYS (1983 – 1996)  

We opened the restaurant/store in May 1983 Our 
first customers were these two young, good 
looking, kinda wild guys from our bay… Doug 
Richardson and Karl Kuchinsky.

During these early years, the restaurant was open in 
July and August, 7 days a week and on weekends in 
the off-season. It truly amazes me that for a couple 

with limited cooking background, we attempted such 
an extensive menu; Hungry Man’s breakfast which 
included steak, bacon, sausages, eggs, and home 
fries to our Seafood platter with shrimp, scallops, and 
calamari.  

In the summer of 1986, we started two “specials” nights 
– Wednesday Wing Night and Friday All You Can Eat 
Fish & Chips”.  These specials were a big hit that lasted 
for more than 35 years.   

During the height of the summer season, we would 
serve between 1000 – 1200 wings on a Wing Night; 
the most popular being “honey & garlic” and “hot”.  
Of course, the suicide wings were never hot enough 
for Janice Moore!! We would serve between 150-200 
pieces of fish on our Fish Night.

We had the support of many loyal customers. The ‘Wing 
Ding’ crowd included: Deb & Danny Follet, Camper 
& Shawn Wright, Lori Cafick & Lynda, Janice Moore, 
Jimmy Martin (now HBM Mayor), Suzanne & Rick 
Wilson, Noel & Mitch Best, Annamarie & Reg Hamilton.  

Some of our regular Fish & Chips crowd were: Jon & 
Alicia, Jennifer & Dick Conlin, Lorna & Ross Milne, 
Stephanie & Don McKinnon, Rob & Lori-Ann Cosgrove, 
Charlene & Les Isaac, Gary & Allyson Allin, Maureen 
& Frank. These are just some of the folks -there are 
so many more!

I could usually be found bent over the deep fryer in 
the kitchen, listening to the humming of the restaurant 
crowd and their laughter as they chatted with lake 
friends. Darryl was the frontman - joking and kibitzing 

Blue Mountain Lodge Restaurant / a 40-year Legacy
by Marlene Fraser
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with the customers while trying to figure out their bill 
on our ancient NCR cash register. The restaurant had 
a Cheers atmosphere - everyone knew your name

Saturday Morning Coffee Club    
In the 80s and 90s, the restaurant was also a place 
for some of our Stony Lake Bay neighbours to gather 
on Saturday mornings to pick up their Toronto Star, 
Saturday edition, sit down and enjoy a coffee and 
good conversation. The groups included George 
Richardson, Val Pilby, Al Stevenson, Cal Carey, Al 
McDermott, Terry Kuch and whoever else dropped in!  

Thanksgiving in the 80s & 90s
Thanksgiving Turkey Dinners were offered by 
reservation only to Kasshabogers and our cottage 
guests. It was a home-cooked dinner with all 
the trimmings, including homemade pies. One 
Thanksgiving, there were three sittings on a Saturday 
starting at 4:30 pm and then another on Sunday at 
lunch. We never had time to have our own family 
Thanksgiving Turkey dinner, so I always picked a nice 
family and asked if it was okay for our two girls to join 
them. How insane was that!

Other Fall Events in the Restaurant
For years we also offered a 3-day Bow Hunt 
Package in Petroglyph Provincial Park. This included 
accommodation and food for up to 35 hunters.  
Breakfast at 5:30 a.m, box lunch and dinner. After 3 
days of early, early mornings and busy evenings, we 
were wiped!! 

A side story to one of these bow hunts - our server, 
young Vanessa Bennett (then Johnson), couldn’t come 
to work one day so her mom, Kathy took her place.  
While serving Kathy met one of our bow hunters and 
20 plus years later, she’s still with him. I love telling 
that story!

Early Winters at the Restaurant  
In the 80s and 90s, we were the headquarters for 
the Ball Mountain Snowmobile Club (BMSC), hosting 
their annual 50/50 Poker runs, pancake breakfasts 
and Radar runs. During the Poker run events, we 
would start early in the morning with a team of 
BMSC volunteers, preparing pancake breakfast for 
100+ snowmobilers. After the 30 km poker run, the 
snowmobilers would return to the restaurant, pick 
their poker cards, have lunch, and mingle. The BMSC 
events were so successful that we started hosting 
Havelock Snowmobile Club events, too.

During most winter weekends there would be 30 to 40 
sleds parked on the ice in front of the restaurant.  Not 
only did customers come by snowmobile, but they also 
arrived by dog sled (Dave Hardy’s beautiful huskies) 
and ski plane from Cordova Lake. Our most popular 
winter menu item was our famous ‘beef dip’ on a bun 
that attracted snowmobilers from all over the area. 
Right, Danny Follett?   

Late Sunday afternoon when the crowd thinned out, 
we would unwind as some of our regulars would drop 
by.  Regulars, like Jack Bennett, who would arrive on 
his snowmobile, sometimes with ‘Granny’ behind him.  
Jack was a great guy, but he was cheap, and he knew 
that Sunday afternoon if there was any food left over, 
we’d give him a good deal!

Our best breakfast customer was Danny Tomlinson.  
As he ate breakfast and read the paper, he’d give 
Darryl advice on stock picks. One winter he told Darryl 
to buy Coca-Cola stocks. That next summer he boats 
up to our dock in a brand-new beautiful boat and yells 
to Darryl - how do you like my Coca-Cola boat - you 
should have listened to me!!

A TOUGH DECISION

In the summer of 2020 and 2021, we were forced to 
close the restaurant due to COVID restrictions. During 
that time, Darryl and I finally realized just how much 
work and stress it involved to keep it going. So, this 
spring, we decided to finally close the restaurant. 
We’ve had a great run, and will miss the people, but 
not the work!  We’ll still continue, however, to operate 
our housekeeping cottages! 

In the end, Darryl’s vision has come true. We had a 
successful restaurant business and still have a great 
cottage-rental business. For 40 years, we’ve lived, 
worked, and raised our family on the best lake in 
the Kawarthas!! It’s been a journey, for sure, but we 
wouldn’t change a minute of it. We have so many 
great memories of wonderful Kasshabog customers 
and friends. And, we have great memories of our own 
family growing up on the lake. Now we look forward to 
making more memories with our grandchildren!
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Winter on Kosh



Embracing…Enjoying…Exploring
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Mr. W. Morrison, a prospector, bought a few hundred 
acres of the Nepheline Syenite deposit in 1934 from 
Mr. Fred Walsh of Douro. A sample of pit run material 
was sent to Dominion glass in Hamilton. Those tests 
were encouraging, and a potential customer was found. 

A year later Mr. Morrison sold his claim to Mr. Harold 
Deeth. Deeth obtained financing and in 1935 formed 
Canadian Nepheline Limited and built a small mill in 
Lakefield. The mill consisted of a single jaw crusher, 
two sets of Woodstock rolls, which were intended 
for grinding grain, one Niagara Screen, and a Dings 
magnetic separator. The broken ore was hauled by 
truck to Lakefield for processing into glass-grade sand.  
Their initial order came from Dominion glass and was 
for 40 tons.   

During 1936, the first mill was built at the Nephton site. 
The crusher, conveyors, and screen were driven by a 
single-cylinder diesel engine, and the ore was crushed 
to 4 inches and finer. To feed the mill, dumpsters and 
buckets were used. Two men sledged rocks and loaded 
each bucket while the ore was sorted on a picking belt. 
Many of the men came from a distance so a combined 
cookhouse and bunkhouse was built halfway up the hill. 

In 1937, Canadian Nepheline Limited, wishing to 
expand, obtained financing from Ventures Limited, and 
formed a U.S. subsidiary, American Nepheline Limited, 

The History of Nephton
by Michael Levesque

Canadian Nepheline has been mined at the Nephton 
site for generations. In the 1890s and early 1900s, 
mining prospectors were searching for minerals in 
the area around Stoney Lake and several small mica 
deposits were discovered. 

Further prospecting in 1910 outlined a large deposit 
of ore located a few kilometers north of the lake. Two 
geologists studied the grey basic rock, and identified 
it as Nepheline, an inert igneous rock that is made up 
of three types of minerals: microcline feldspar, albite, 
and nepheline.

At that time there was no known use for Nepheline. 
However, in the late 20s and early 30s the glass industry 
discovered that additions of alumina to container glass 
compositions-controlled devitrification and gave the 
glass increased resistance to chemical attack.

Devitrification in glass occurs during the firing process, 
with the surface developing a whitish scum or wrinkles 
instead of a smooth glossy shine. This is caused by 
the molecules in the glass changing their structure into 
crystalline solids.

Feldspar was first utilized as a source of alumina, 
however Nepheline, which contains a higher alumina 
content than feldspar on its own was an obvious 
alternative. 
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and built a 100 ton per day mill in Rochester, N.Y. Ore 
was trucked from Nephton to nearby Stoney Lake 
where it was loaded onto barges. The barges hauled 
the ore to Lakefield, where it was then transported via 
railcar and taken to Cobourg, Ontario. From Cobourg, 
the ore crossed Lake Ontario by railcar-ferry to be 
processed into sand and fine grind products at the 
Rochester plant. 

In 1946, Canadian Nepheline Limited was restructured 
and was renamed American Nepheline Limited. A new 
mill was constructed at Nephton and by early 1947 this 
400-ton per day plant was in production. This sand was 
trucked to Lakefield where storage silos were set up at 
the former Canada Cement plant and two pebble mills 
were installed to produce fine grind products.

A town site also was constructed which housed 
employees and their families. Through the years the 
townsite progressed from 8 houses built in 1950 to a 
peak of 22 houses before the townsite was dismantled 
in the late 1980s. A number of these houses were 
relocated and are now located in the Havelock and 
surrounding area. 

Also on site were other amenities. The original 
recreation building for the employees was converted 
to a school, and then to a library when school busing 
began. The townsite also had a curling rink with two 
sheets of ice, tennis courts, and an outdoor rink in the 
winter. A small restaurant was known for providing 
home-cooked meals and delicious baked goods while 
a company beach on Stoney Lake provided swimming 
opportunities in the summer.

In 1954 additional shipping capability was added when 
the Canadian Pacific Railway built a new 27-kilometer 
branch line that extended from the main line in 
Havelock to the mine site. The official opening of the 
line was attended by Leslie Frost, Premier of Ontario, 
and Mr. N.R Crump CPR President. 

Through the years, as sales increased, and additional 
equipment was added to the old plant restricting space, 
the decision was made to build a new 600 ton per 
day mill. Incorporating the best available equipment 
and technology, the mill was built to provide room for 
whatever future expansions would be required. In July 
1956 this new plant became operational. 

Over the years, steady increases in capacity have been 
made and the original 600 ton per day rate has grown 
three times the amount. 2022 marks the 87th year of 
production at the Nephton site. The plant is slated to 
close in 2022 and move all its operations east to the 
Blue Mountain plant.

Michael Levesque is Covia’s Plant Technical Training 
Coordinator. In 1990 he started at Covia, then Indusmin, 
as a student and soon became full-time in 1995. His 
father worked at the Nephton plant for 40 years retiring 
in 2013. Of interest, Michael spent a number of years 
as a correspondent for Baseball America magazine 
covering the Montreal Expos/Toronto Blue Jays among 
other things.
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For starters, you MUST 
now obtain a permit 
from the Fire Chief or 
designate prior to holding 
a firework display and 
prove that your intended 
display meets all By-law 
regulations. 
  
There are also important 
regulations pertaining to 
WHERE you can hold 
firework displays. You 
are encouraged to read 
the new By-law carefully!  

And for those renting their cottage, ensure that your 
tenants are aware of the regulations. As an owner, you 
will be the one held responsible for any contravention 
of this By-law. 

For more information and permit forms check: 
www.kasshabog.ca/news or visit the HBM’s website  
www.hbmtwp.ca/en/township-services/resources/
Documents/By-Law-2022-18-to-Regulate-the-Sale-
and-Setting-Off-of-Fireworks-within-the-Township.pdf

Important – New Fireworks By-law for Kasshabog Lake 

For centuries, fireworks have been used to 
celebrate major holidays and events. However, as 
our environment and the lake become increasingly 
vulnerable, we now must reconsider how and when 
we use them. Why? 
  

 » We now know that fireworks cause extensive air 
pollution in a short amount of time. 

 » Harmful metals are released that can also 
contaminate soil and lake water and have 
negative, long-lasting effects. 

 » Then there are the animals. Take dogs for 
instance. Dogs are able to hear up to 60,000hz, 
while humans can’t hear anything above 20,000hz. 
This auditory acuity of dogs is one of the reasons 
the sound of fireworks can be so harmful to them. 
Many suffer from overwhelming anxiety when 
they are unable to escape from the sound. Other 
wildlife suffer as well, especially our vulnerable 
loons!

 
The Township of Havelock-Belmont-Methuen has just 
passed a new Fireworks By-law.  All residents should 
carefully familiarize themselves with the regulations 
pertaining to when, how, and what is required if you are 
planning a Consumer recreational fireworks display. 

This new By-law is enforceable by Police, the HBM By-law officer or a member of the Fire and Emergency 
Service Department. Failure to abide by the provision of this bylaw, will result in substantial financial penalties 
applied to the property owner’s property taxes. 

The Township of Havelock-Belmont-Methuen’s by-law enforcement officer will follow up on any complaint 
about a by-law violation. To register a by-law complaint you must submit the complaint in writing using the 
confidential Complaint Registration Form at: www.hbmtwp.ca/en/township-services/by-laws.aspx

In 2022 displays will only be allowed: 
 » Victoria Day (May 21, 22, 23), Civic Holiday (Jul 30, 31, Aug 1) & Labour Day (Sept 3, 4, 5) from 7-11 p.m. 
 » Canada Day (June 25, 26, July 1, 2, or 3) from 7-11 p.m.
 » New Year’s Eve (Dec. 31) from 7 p.m. to (Jan. 1, 2023) 1 a.m. 

No fireworks will be permitted if a Township Fire Ban is in effect. 
Flying lanterns continue to be prohibited at all times. 

http://www.kasshabog.ca/news
http://www.hbmtwp.ca/en/township-services/resources/Documents/By-Law-2022-18-to-Regulate-the-Sale-and-Setting-Off-of-Fireworks-within-the-Township.pdf
http://www.hbmtwp.ca/en/township-services/resources/Documents/By-Law-2022-18-to-Regulate-the-Sale-and-Setting-Off-of-Fireworks-within-the-Township.pdf
http://www.hbmtwp.ca/en/township-services/resources/Documents/By-Law-2022-18-to-Regulate-the-Sale-and-Setting-Off-of-Fireworks-within-the-Township.pdf
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Regatta 2022 Update
by Thomas Brickell 

The regatta planning committee is actively monitoring public health messaging while planning for the 64th Lake 
Kasshabog annual regatta that is tentatively scheduled to be held this July 30th and 31st.  While we certainly hope 
the event will proceed as planned, the health and safety of our cottagers is paramount and as such we cannot 
provide final details until closer to the event. Watch for updates on Facebook and E-News.

Thomas Brickell has been our Regatta 
Co-ordinator since 2018. When he’s not 
organizing events, you can find him exploring 
the natural wonders that our lake and area 
have to offer. 

It’s time to get ready for fishing season for Small & 
Largemouth Bass, Pickerel/Walleye and Muskie!  
Here’s the good news. If you’re under 18 or over 65 you 
don’t need a fishing licence, simply show your Photo 
ID. Otherwise, it’s easy to purchase your licence online 
at www.huntandfishontario.com 

Government-issued identification is required, however, 
and anglers must follow catch and possession limits 
for Conservation Fishing Licences. In Ontario there are 
four opportunities to fish without a licence:

 » Family Fishing Weekend (February 19-21, 2022) 
 » Mother’s Day Weekend (May 7-8, 2022) 
 » Father’s Day Weekend (June 18-19, 2022) 
 » Ontario Family Fishing Week (July 2-10, 2022) 

Type of Fish Season Opens Season Closes Limit of Fish
Large & Smallmouth Bass June 25 Nov 30 S-6 C-2
Muskellunge June 4 December 15 S-1 greater than 91 cm and C-0
Walleye/Pickerel Jan 1 March 15 S-4 C-2 only 1 >46cm
Walleye/Pickerel May 21 December 31 S-4 C-2 only 1 >46cm

2022 Kosh Fishing Facts

For details on all regulations pertaining to Kasshabog 
Lake visit: www.ontario.ca/document/ontario-fishing-
regulations-summary/fisheries-management-zone-15

EVEN
TS

http://www.huntandfishontario.com 
http://www.ontario.ca/document/ontario-fishing-regulations-summary/fisheries-management-zone-15 
http://www.ontario.ca/document/ontario-fishing-regulations-summary/fisheries-management-zone-15 
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CUSTOM
SUNROOMS

by

Sunspace of Lakefield

Give your cottage the love it deserves with a beautiful sunroom or screened porch.
We are proud to be Lake Kasshabog residents ourselves and have built and renovated

several homes in this beautiful cottage community. We invite you to contact us
this season and see all the stunning sunroom styles we have available to enhance

your retreat. We also offer renovation services of all kinds in the off season.  

We also offer:

• Weathermaster Windows
  for Screened Porches

• Aluminum & Glass Railings

CONTACT KEN TODAY! 705-931-3176 • ken@kawarthasunrooms.com
WE ARE FULLY INSURED

Does sunscreen cause damage to freshwater lakes 
similar to the damage done in coral reefs? According 
to Dr. Linda Campbell, a professor at St. Mary's 
University and an environmental scientist, the short 
answer is yes. The damage isn't as obvious and as 
visible as the bleaching of coral reefs but includes DNA 
damage, bio-accumulation of harmful chemicals, and 
lower quality and quantity of food sources at the base 
of the food web.

The culprits are the UV filters found in common 
sunscreen brands. Products containing nano-
particulates or zinc and titanium are especially 

harmful, negatively impacting algae and fish in lakes.  
Look for sunscreen brands that contain less harmful 
components for the ecosystem. Hawaiian Tropic Sheer 
Touch Sunscreen Lotion is just one of them.

The way I look at it, anything we can do to improve the 
life of our lake is worth exploring. Why not do some 
research online and find a product that is safe and not 
harmful to our ecosystem?

Mary and Michael Kainer have called Kosh their 
summer home since 1984. They share an island with 
other residents on the southeast side of the big lake. 
As new grandparents, they are looking forward to 
introducing their grandchildren to Kosh. Mary has been 
a long-time advocate for the environment.

Sunscreen Smarts
by  Mary Kainer
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2014 - 2021

Algae Is Growing 
Is the health of our water at stake?

Many have been noticing more algae around the lake. 
And, that’s not good news.  Who and what‘s to blame? 
I’m afraid it’s us and the products we use, such as:

 » runoff (both soil and nutrients) from lawns using 
fertilizers

 » faulty or improperly functioning septic systems
 » use of personal products and household cleaners 

that contain phosphate

Let’s all do our part by eliminating (or at least greatly 
reducing) the use of these products. A life without being 
able to enjoy water activities is simply not Kosh!

Wake Aware
Sometimes looking behind you is as important as 
looking ahead.
 
Boat wakes can cause shoreline erosion; they can 
also wash out Loon nests/eggs. Remember, it's not 
just during wake sports or tubing that dangerous or 
destructive wakes are created. Touring the lake while 
"plowing" can also swamp smaller boats and damage 
docks and shorelines.  

Please watch the wake behind your boat. Drive dead 
slow or on plane, and be #wakeaware. 

Visit wakeaware.com for more information or check 
out FOCA info foca.on.ca/watch-your-wake
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http://wakeaware.com
http://foca.on.ca/watch-your-wake 
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 FOCA’s work includes:

FOCA is the province-wide 
umbrella group for Ontario 
waterfront property owners, 
representing 50,000 member 
families in more than 520 
lake and road associations.  

OOuurr  uunniitteedd  vvooiiccee        
ccaarrrriieess  wweeiigghhtt  oonn      
iissssuueess  tthhaatt  mmaatttteerr!!  

What are your lake association 
peers saying about FOCA? 

“What would I do without FOCA for advice? 
Thanks for sharing others' winning ideas.”
~Jayne C., Head Lake N. Shore Cottagers' Association

“Insurance discounts, programs, resources;
for just $4.00 per person, we get real value 
from FOCA.”
~Daryle M., Otter Lake Ratepayers Association

“It’s where our Association goes first, to find 
answers.” ~Marlin H., Baptiste Lake Association

FOCA has resources on 
“hot topics” for 
Associations, including 
these, and much more… 

Search by keyword at:
https://foca.on.ca/resources/

Effective Government Bridging Gaps in
     Relations Rural Communities

Supporting Volunteer Advancing Science
Lake Associations      into Action!
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Member Association 
Services & Benefits 

Login & offers are subject to change, but are current at June 2021

Members:LLooggiinnoonnlliinneeat https://foca.on.ca/benefits/ to see all current offer ACCESS CODES

Need help with member benefits? Contact the FOCA office:  info@foca.on.ca 705-749-3622

Key Services provided 
for your ASSOCIATION:  

• tips for starting and building a
successful lake or road Association

• FOCA Insurance program with Cade
Associates Insurance Brokers
provides a member discount on liability
coverage for Association activities,
Directors & Officers, etc. This now
includes access to a Legal Helpline!

• information on rural property issues
(septics, taxation, land use planning,
mining, energy and utilities, …)

• follow all FOCA’s advocacy files and
policy updates here. Stay in-the-know
with monthly Elerts (e-news). Use
FOCA fact sheets and videos in your
own association publications & posts!

• FOCA’s step-by-step Lake Planning
Handbook for community groups

• Association Webpage Offer: FOCA
can create a free basic web presence
for your Association

• FOCA Association member rate on
teleconferencing: Genesis Integration
is only 2.5¢ /minute per participant

• credit card payment processing service
- offer your members a digital fee
renewal option, on FOCA's website

• “Who Does What” - tools & tips for
working with the levels of government

• environmental programs: Lake Partner
Program water quality data; prevent
the spread of invasive species

Benefits & Offers available 
to all your Member families: 

• give them the FOCA web Username
+Pswd to access any Members-only
resources on the FOCA website:
Username = focamember 
Password = Foc@M3mb3$2014 

• receive free Elert (e-news) updates
• attend FOCA events & webinars at

reduced member rates
• learn how to start your family's

cottage succession plan

• more special offers from FOCA’s
corporate partners: Use the codes
or identify yourself as a member of
FOCA when you order:

> exclusive access to CottageFirst, the
first cottage group insurance program

> Cottage Life Magazine only $24.95
annual rate: www.cottagelife.com/foca

> Separett Waterless Toilets offers a 5%
discount from Canadian ECO Products
(code=FOCA2020)

> Action First Aid: ask for the special
FOCA price on defibrillators (AEDs)

> Canadian Canoe Museum 30% off any
Membership (code=FOCAsaves2021)

> National Observer 50% off monthly on
annual subscriptions (code=
COTTAGES)
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Mayor Jim Martin’s Update

It is so nice to be doing this Mayor’s update on a more 
positive note after more than two years of working 
through the Pandemic. Like most, Havelock-Belmont-
Methuen is looking forward to the new normal. Although 
it was a rough time maneuvering through all the ever-
changing protocols, I think we managed well. HBM 
was one of the very few municipalities in all of Ontario 
to maintain staff in the municipal office and have a 
live voice answer the phone every workday.  We also 
implemented many changes that will, for the most part, 
be here to stay.

Communications and Transparency 
One of these was transitioning to virtual meetings. 
HBM was one of the only townships in Peterborough 
County to avoid missing a council meeting due to 
quickly pivoting to virtual communications.  We are 
now working towards a hybrid model that will allow 
participants to participate virtually or in person at all 
our council meetings.

In addition to communication, increased transparency 
has also been a key focus for the Township. Contrary to 
years past, the Township now posts the entire agenda 
package complete with all staff reports and minutes of 
each meeting.  A summary of each meeting is posted 
as is the video recording of each meeting.  For anyone 
who wishes to follow the activities of council there are 
several options to choose from.   

This year I’ve attended several virtual Town Halls and 
AGMs. Many of these events were held on weekday 
evenings and seemed to be positively received.

Partnering With the County
Havelock-Belmont-Methuen is in the final stages of 
joining our Official Plan with that of the County. When 
this is complete, we will update our Comprehensive 
Zoning Bylaw. This will help to make a more consistent 
plan across Peterborough County, while keeping some 
of the specific items that are important to the needs 
of HBM.

We have also been successful in partnership with the 
County to receive two Modernization Grants to help 
with improving technology, one of which includes online 
building permits. Another big project this past year was 

the County Service Delivery Review. We’ve spent the 
best part of a year working together with the lower tiers, 
which will create efficiencies in the way we’ve done 
business in the past. The sharing of equipment and 
facilities are items that are being investigated.

Other Partners
Over the last several years we have applied for many 
grants and have been successful. We received a 
3.5-million-dollar grant from the Federal and Provincial 
Government, and along with our portion, this adds up 
to almost 5 million dollars to refurbish Havelock’s aging 
Community Centre.  There is a new roof planned, an 
elevator to allow access to all levels, a new ice plant 
and a new addition for a multi-use meeting room. This 
grant has obviously minimized the tax impact for all 
township residents.  

The County continues to be a big part of the Eastern 
Ontario Regional Network (EORN) working with all 
levels of government to improve cell gaps and access 
to the internet throughout our area.  The Ontario 
government has announced funding of nearly $4 billion 
in broadband infrastructure to connect every region of 
the province with access to high-speed internet by the 
end of 2025. Working with EORN and the County, we 
will be watching for opportunities that will benefit HBM.

2022 Budget
The 2022 budget was recently finalized.  We initiated 
a public input survey on the Township website that 
resulted in 56 submissions by taxpayers. These 
were broken down into 9 categories, with the biggest 
concerns being Roads, followed by Recreation, 
Environment and By-law Enforcement. Council has 
been working hard to address each one of these areas.  
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We have earmarked several roads for improvements 
this year, including doubling our gravel haul by 50k 
which for Kosh, should help West Kosh and Peninsula 
Roads and, 64k to replace a culvert on North Shore 
Road. In the Recreation Department, I am happy to 
report that the splash pad project will be completed in 
2022 as will the redevelopment of the parkette at the 
corner of Oak and George Street. Highlights of the 
Environment file are: garbage-reduction initiatives such 
as clear bags, implementation of a weigh scale at the 
6th Line Transfer Station, a new Environmental grant 
program for lake associations to help with education 
around Shoreline preservation measures and invasive 
species. We have also added 4k to help with a dock 
at the boat launch on Peninsula    

The Township is working on enhancing by-law 
enforcement measures through the Administrative 
Monetary Penalty (AMP) system which is a collaborative 
effort between the townships of Peterborough County 
and the City of Peterborough and the OPP.  

It is our hope that the implementation of the AMP 
system will provide us with enforcement when 
dealing with issues such as Airbnb, fireworks and 
parking problems.  Currently a number of townships 
in Peterborough County are working together to come 
up with a unified approach when dealing with the 
enforcement of such complicated and difficult issues. 

As in the past, I encourage everyone to follow our 
website for detailed updates of current issues. I look 
forward to seeing you at your virtual AGM on June 28th 
to give an update.

Have a happy and safe season!

Jim Martin has been Mayor of HBM Township for 
1 term or almost 4 years and enjoys the challenge 
of overseeing constituents from the 10 lakes in the 
Township.  He spent his early summers on Kosh Lake 
and therefore knows the lake well. His family still has 
cottages on the east shore off FR75.

Mayor Jim Martin’s Update con’t
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A Transfer Station Card is required before entry is 
permitted at the Transfer Stations. Only material 
generated within the Township of Havelock-Belmont-
Methuen will be accepted. 

Garbage bags must each be tagged. A pack of 5 tags 
can be purchased for $6.00 from the Municipal Office 
in Havelock, Foodland, East End Market, and the 
transfer stations. 

Note: Only credit and debit cards are accepted for 
payment at the 6TH Line Transfer Station. Cash only 
is accepted at all other locations.

All garbage must be placed in CLEAR plastic bags. 
This mandatory program has been shown to have a 
positive impact on keeping recyclable materials out of 
landfills while helping to protect the environment. One 
privacy bag is accepted per clear bag.

Recycle and compost wherever possible. 
For more information visit: www.hbmtwp.ca/en/living-
here/garbage-recycling-and-waste.aspx 

Transfer stations available to Lake Kasshabog residents:
 » 6th Line (900 6th Line, off Hwy7)
 » Oak Lake Transfer Station (4755 County Rd 46) 
 » West Kosh Transfer Station (445 West Kosh Lake Rd)
 » Jack Lake Transfer Station (96 Shady Lane)

Summer Garbage Detail!
Summer Garbage Detail!

A Transfer Station Card is required before entry is permitted at the Transfer Stations. Only
material generated within the Township of Havelock-Belmont-Methuen will be accepted.

Garbage bags must each be tagged. A pack of 5 tags can be purchased for $6.00 from the
Municipal Office in Havelock, Foodland, East End Market, and the transfer stations.
Note:  Only credit and debit cards are accepted for payment at the 6TH Line Transfer
Station. Cash only is accepted at all other locations.

All garbage must be placed in CLEAR plastic bags. This mandatory program has been
shown to have a positive impact on keeping recyclable materials out of landfills while helping
to protect the environment. One privacy bag is accepted per clear bag.

Recycle and compost wherever possible. For more information visit:
https://www.hbmtwp.ca/en/living-here/garbage-recycling-and-waste.aspx

Transfer Station Hours
May 15-Sept 15 SUMMER

Location Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat Sun
6th Line 9-5pm 9-5pm CLOSED CLOSED 9-5pm 9-5pm 9-7pm

6th Line Summer Holiday hours Monday 9-7pm

Oak Lake 9-5pm CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED 9-5pm 9-5pm 9-7pm

West Kosh CLOSED CLOSED 11-2pm CLOSED CLOSE
D

9-5pm 9-7pm

West Kosh Summer holiday hours    Monday 9-7 pm

Jack Lake 10-2pm CLOSED 10-2pm CLOSED CLOSED 10-2pm 10-5pm
Jack Lake Summer holiday hours – Sunday 10-2pm    Monday10-5pm

Sept 16-May 14 WINTER
Location Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat Sun
6th Line 9-5pm 9-5pm CLOSED CLOSED 9-5pm 9-5pm 9-5pm

Thanksgiving   Monday 9-5pm

Oak Lake CLOSED CLOSED 12-4pm CLOSED CLOSED 9-5pm 9-5pm
Thanksgiving Monday 9-5pm

West Kosh CLOSED CLOSED 12-4pm CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED 12-4pm
Thanksgiving Monday 12-4pm

Jack Lake CLOSED CLOSED 12-4pm CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED 12-4pm
Thanksgiving Monday 12-4pm

6th Line (900 6th Line, off Hwy7) Oak Lake Transfer Station (4755 County Rd 46)
West Kosh Transfer Station (445 West Kosh Lake Rd)       Jack Lake Transfer Station (96 Shady Lane)

All the above transfer stations are available to Lake Kasshabog residents.

http://www.hbmtwp.ca/en/living-here/garbage-recycling-and-waste.aspx 
http://www.hbmtwp.ca/en/living-here/garbage-recycling-and-waste.aspx 
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Register to vote in the 
2022 Ontario Elections
The upcoming year will be a busy one for Ontario voters, 
with the Ontario Provincial Election and Municipal 
Elections happening just a few months apart. 

Remember: in Municipal elections, you are entitled to 
vote in each municipality where you or your spouse 
owns property. 

Are you registered to vote in the 2022 Ontario Municipal 
and School Board Elections on October 24th? To 
ensure you are on the list, and all your information is 
accurate, visit: voterlookup.ca

Fall Municipal Election 
Mon, Oct 24th
2022 is Municipal election year 
in Ontario and we need to elect 
a progressive, knowledgeable 
Council who understands our 
issues and concerns. 
 

The council representing Kasshabog is Havelock-
Belmont-Methuen www.hbmtwp.ca. There are 5 
councillors: a Mayor, a Deputy Mayor, a township ward 
councillor, a village ward councillor and a councillor 
at large.  

Based on many of their decisions 
over the past term, there is a need for 
more waterfront owner representation 
in council. 

Did you know that 62% of the 
properties in HBM are waterfront?  
The township ward accounts for 
91.8% of HBM taxes (and the Village 
only 8.2%).  A resident has estimated 
that Kosh has 17% of township 
properties and they paid $1.9 million 
in 2019 taxes.  

We need waterfront owners to step 
forward to represent our interests! 
Nominations are open from May 2 to 
August 19th.

Leading up to the election, the 
LKRA will be keeping you up-to-
date via our website and E-News on 
important election issues and events 
- shoreline protection, private road 
support, short term rentals and septic 
systems. Watch for an All-Candidates 
meeting in September. Find out 
where candidates stand on these 
issues so as a taxpayer, you will be 
ready to vote wisely on October 24th.

J O S E P H  S A M P S O N

O R I G I N A L  A N D  C U S T O M  P A I N T I N G S  O F  T H E  L A K E

4 1 6 - 8 7 8 - 3 3 2 7  |  j o e @ j o s e p h s a m p s o n . c o m

Hello Boggers. My name is Joe Sampson, I am an artist who paints water.
The first time I visited Lake Kasshabog I knew it was a special place.

Every time I go exploring at the lake I am refreshed and inspired to paint.

PLEASE VISIT MY WEBSITE
www.JosephSampson.com

OR MY INSTAGRAM PAGE
 @joesampsonartist

TO VIEW MY LATEST WORK

http://voterlookup.ca
http://www.hbmtwp.ca
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A building permit is the least exciting part of any cottage 
project, but an important first step.  A permit is simply 
an authorization permitting you to build. It ensures your 
plans comply with the Building Code, local zoning by-
laws and any other laws or regulations that might apply. 

When you, or someone you designate obtains a permit, 
you get the professional expertise and experience 
of the municipal staff who review your plans for 
building code compliance and do the required on-
site inspections at the proper building stages. This is 
critical, as building codes are complicated and open 
to a degree of interpretation. The best part is you 
have piece of mind. The job will be done properly and 
there is no danger of fines or repairs downline should 
regulations not be followed.   

Thinking of Renovating? Wondering if you need a permit for an upcoming project 
this year? According to the HBM website you’ll need 
one if you plan to:  

 » Build a structure over 10 square meters
 » Construct any size addition to a structure 
 » Construct a farm building
 » Renovate an existing building
 » Move or demolish a structure
 » Install a chimney, fireplace or woodstove
 » Change the structure of a roof or the size of 

windows/doors (including installation of solar 
panels)

 » Construct a deck/porch or dock
 » Construct an accessory building (carport, shed) * 
 » Perform plumbing renovations/interior structural 

changes
      
* Note you do not need a building permit to build an 
outhouse but it must comply with Peterborough Public 
Health Guidelines: www.peterboroughpublichealth.ca

Permit applications can be downloaded from the HBM 
website: www.hbmtwp.ca/en/doing-business/building-
and-planning.aspx

H
B

M

http://www.peterboroughpublichealth.ca 
http://www.hbmtwp.ca/en/doing-business/building-and-planning.aspx
http://www.hbmtwp.ca/en/doing-business/building-and-planning.aspx
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Get ready to have some fun. The LKRA has some 
fabulous ideas in the works to celebrate our 75th 
Anniversary. If you didn’t feel part of a special 
community on January 1, 2023 you certainly will by 
September 1, 2023.  There will be a special LKRA 
member recognition, stories shared by families who 
have been on the lake for 75 years, a Regatta like none 
before and a special meet and greet with early founders 
of our lake.  And we’re starting to prepare now!

This summer, you may see a camera crew, roaming 
about, led by videographer and long-time resident Colin 
Field. He’ll be capturing memories from old-timers, 
thoughts from new-comers and recording all facets of 
life on Kosh. Greet him warmly and help him out with 
your best smile.

Stay tuned for more details. It’s time to celebrate!!!  

The 75th Anniversary Will be a Year to Remember!

 * Not intended to solicit those currently under contract
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ART
48   Joe Sampson

BUILDING SUPPLIES, BUILDERS 
& CONTRACTORS
70   ABCD Contracting
53   Apsley Home Hardware
70   Cottage Country Cabinets
66   HBM Metal/Castle Building Centres
40   Sunspace of Lakefield

COMMUNITY & SERVICE GROUPS
68   Havelock Rail 

DOCKS
45   Anstruther Marina
69   Dock of Dreams
59   Interco Fabrications (BRT Group)
57   Kawartha Docks

HEALTH & WELLNESS
47   Campbellford Hospital
08   Drop-in Yoga – Shannon Tomlinson

LANDSCAPING & PROPERTY
69   Gerow Tree Service

LAUNDROMAT
66   Ready & Reliable Laundromat

MARINA, BOAT & MOTOR 
SALES & SERVICE
45   Anstruther Marina
64   Dunfords Powersports + Marine

PLUMBING, ELECTRICAL, HEATING, 
COOLING
68   Darke and White Plumbing
58   Kawartha Heating Solutions

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
70   Amanda Gavigan-Cameron 
 Virtual Assistant
64   Fox Law
54   Hudson Henderson Insurance
62   Sentinel Insurance

REAL ESTATE
41   Gail & Jay Burton 
52   Gloria & Carl Edwards
56   Jami Sampson
55   Jason Heffernan
61   Ken Pipher
50   Michael Dickinson
15   Michael Rosen
49   Mike Heffernan
67   Tracee & Karlee Bowman

RETAIL
53   Apsley Outdoors
68   Aran Graphics
67   Log Cabin Store
60   Masters Outdoor Power Equipment
68   Sign Design/Sipology
63   The Cottage
65   The Old Hastings Mercantile & Gallery
69   Wildflower Bakery

SEPTIC PUMPING
51   Gordon Munro

SUMMER CAMPS
69   The Land Canadian Adventures

ADVERTISERS’ 
LIST 

Please take the time to read 
about our advertisers. 
They are a vital part of our 
community and deserve 
our support. 
When we buy local everyone 
benefits.
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Carl and Gloria have a wealth of experience in all types of Real Estate and enjoy living year round at the lake. 
Sometimes lakefront properties can present problems for financing and insurance - but no worries; Lisa and Bryan 

help our buyers and sellers address those special needs in a timely manner.

Thinking of selling? Can we ask a favour? 
Please take a look at our website www.gloriaandcarl.ca for answers to marketing questions 

and be sure to click on the “Testimonials” section.

Experience Isn’t Expensive…It’s Priceless!

www.gloriaandcarl .ca

We’re Used To Getting Our Feet Wet!

Bryan Kingdon / ISL Insurance

Lisa O’Grady / Financing

CARL EDWARDS  Broker • GLORIA CAMERON-EDWARDS  Sales Representative 

Lakefield/Norwood • 705.651.2255 • Direct Line/ Text 705.927.7485

Looking to Sell Your Looking to Sell Your 
Waterfront Property? Waterfront Property? 
Looking to Sell Your 
Waterfront Property? 

Please Visit 
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info@hudsonhenderson.com | 888-522-4999
CONTACT US FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTE TODAY

We are in the heart of cottage country and we've made it our business
to give you peace of mind while you enjoy the joys of cottage life.

Protect your cottage, watercraft, and so much more! 
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Your Kasshabog Lake Realtor

My family and I have been on Kasshabog Lake for 6 years. Last 
summer I joined our lake association as Vice President. I am working 
to increase our social network in our community. I love our lake and 
I love our people.

Buying and Selling real estate is a major life decision. You need a 
professional that will handle your business as if it were their own. Is 
your family thinking of selling your property and want to be sure it 
will go to a good family? Call Me! If you have friends/family looking 
to buy? Call Me! Have ideas for our lake? Call Me! Each client will 
leave feeling like a member of my family, because they are! 

Not intended to solicit clients under contract with another brokerage.

I love our lake and I love our people.

”“
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www.intercodocks.ca
Peterborough, ON     (705) 295 - 4555

FABRICATING
DOCKS, BOAT LIFTS
& SO MUCH MORE!!!
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Whether you call it home, or your home away
from home, trust an insurance broker that

understands your needs.

1.888.231.2011
quotes@sentinelrisk.ca|SentinelRisk.ca

Save up to 30% on Boat Insurance - Get a Quote Today!

FIND AN OFFICE NEAR YOU: 
TORONTO • BOBCAYGEON • BETHANY • WHITBY • KINGSTON • SHARBOT LAKE
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OUTDOOR FUN SINCE ‘71 
NOW UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
WITH TWO LOCATIONS TO 
SERVE YOU BETTER!

/ DunfordsPowersports/ DunfordsHavelock
Dunfords.ca  I  705-778-3767

HAVELOCK & MARMORA

• Ross Pryde
• Nicole Truman

Continuing the practices of John J. Crook,  J. Michael Longworth & Bill Fox.

Legal advice to protect your interests during 

REAL ESTATE 
TRANSACTIONS 

The lawyers at Fox Law assist their clients in 
buying and selling residential and commercial 
properties, mortgage refinancing, as well as 
with land use planning applications.

www.fox-law.ca  
457 Water Street
Peterborough, ON. K9H 3M2
Phone: (705) 743-2300
Email: info@fox-law.ca

LAWYERS

Incorporations, Corporate Reorganizations, Family Trusts, 
Shareholder & Partnership Agreements, Estate Planning & Administration, 

Wills & Powers of Attorney, Real Estate.
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Life on the lake is good. Sharing fun times with 
family and friends or relaxing on the deck on a 

summer’s day. It’s comforting to know Campbellford 
Memorial Hospital is just a short distance from the 

lake when something unexpected happens.

Cottagers Care Program
Every Summer, the number of visits to CMH’s 
Emergency Department increases dramatically 
compared to other seasons. Cottagers and tourists 
drive the upswing. So now we need your help to 
create an upswing in cottager donations to CMH.
VISIT givetocmh.ca to register for 3 years of 
caring today! 

Do you know government funding does not cover 
the cost of new equipment at the hospital? Donor 
support ensures our staff have the life-saving and 
comfort-giving tools available when they need to 
help you. Please donate to CMH!

We’re counting on you - and thank you for caring 
about CMH just as we will keep caring for you, your 
family and your guests when you need us.

146 Oliver Road, Campbellford ON • 705-632-2014 
foundation@cmh.ca •  givetocmh.ca
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4 Oak Street, Havelock
705-778-2148
Tues-Sat 8:30am-4pm
wildflowerbakery.ca

Organic Bread
Pastries

Espressos
Lunch
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Quality Built
Cabinets at
Affordable Prices

Call Ryan 
705-868-3430

Find Us on Facebook
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Havelock Belmont Methuen Township Information 

 
 
Township of Havelock-Belmont-Methuen Council                  
 
Mayor    Jim Martin  jmartin@hbmtwp.ca 
Deputy Mayor Dave Gerow dgerow@hbmtwp.ca 
Councillor   Larry Ellis  lellis@hbmtwp.ca 
Councillor  Barry Pomeroy  bpomeroy@hbmtwp.ca 
Councillor  Hart Webb hwebb@hbmtwp.ca 
    
Other Contact Information 
 
CAO & Municipal Clerk                             Bob Angione                705 778 2308      bangione@hbmtwp.ca 
Deputy Clerk –                                          Bianca Boyington         705 778 2308      bboyington@hbmtwp.ca  
Treasurer                                                  Wendelin Lonergan      705 778 2308      wlonergan@hbmtwp.ca 
Manager of Public Works                          Peter Lauesen             705 778 2481      plaeusen@hbmtwp.ca 
Manager of Parks, Rec, and Facilities      Ryan Andrew                705 778 2891      randrew@hbmtwp.ca  
Fire Chief                                                  Ray Haines                   705 7783183       rhaines@hbmtwp.ca 
Chief Building Official                               John Smallwood            705 778 2308      jsmallwood@hbmtwp.ca 
By-Law Enforcement Officer                     Michael Gottschalk       705 778 2308      mgottschalk@hbmtwp.ca 
   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
                                EMERGENCY FIRE, POLICE OR AMBULANCE SERVICE 
                                                       CALL 9-1-1 
 
        MNRF to report a Forest Fire .................................................................................310-FIRE (3473) 
        MNRF-Tips Line (24-7) to report natural resource violations ................................1-877-847-7667 
        Police (OPP) (Bancroft) .........................................................................................1-888-310-1122 
        Poison Information Centre ...................................................................................1-800-268-9017 
        Air Search & Rescue ...........................................................................................  1-800-267-7270 
        Crime Stoppers......................................................................................................1-800-222-8477 
        Kids Help Phone.................................................................................................... 1-800-668-6868 
        Hydro ..................................................................................................................... 1-800-434-1235 
        Telehealth Ontario (Free 24 hr. medical advice) ...................................................1-866-797-0000 
        Campbellford Memorial Hospital ...........................................................................  705-653-1140 
        Good Doctors, Havelock........................................................................................   705-304-0018 
        Peterborough Regional Health Centre (24 hours) ...............................................    705-743-2121 
        Kawartha Veterinary Emergency Clinic ...............................................................   705-741-5832 
        North Kawartha Township………………………………………………………………  705-656-4445 
 

        Here’s How to Reach Us 
P.O. Box 10,1 Ottawa Street E. 
Havelock, ON K0L 1Z0 
Phone:705-778-2308 or 1-877-767-2795 
Fax:   705-778-5248 
Website: www.hbmtwp.ca 
Office Hours:  Mon-Fri 8:30am-4:30 p.m.  

                     Township Council Meeting Schedule. 
Council meets on the first and third Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. The 
schedule changes for July and August. All information is posted to the 
Township website. Please reference the website for all COVID related 
protocols and how to attend meetings virtually.   All information above 
can always be found on our website at www.hbmtwp.ca              
 
 
 

To book an appointment 
with the Building Inspector 
or to book an inspection,  
call the Building 
Administrative Assistant at 
705-778-2308 # 228  

IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBERS 
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Land Acknowledgement
As we celebrate the ever-changing beauty of Kasshabog Lake, 
we are reminded to respect and nurture our sacred relationship 
to this land as well as to its First Peoples, both past and present. 
We acknowledge that our Lake resides upon the traditional lands 
of the Mississauga Anishinaabe. We recognize and value the 
contributions of Indigenous peoples past and present. On their 
behalf, we commit to supporting the health and welfare of this land 
in all current and future initiatives. 


